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CHAMPION
Vines Center rollerblading ban lifted
B Y C R E I O RAIKES

Champion Reporter
Students are once again allowed to
rollerblade In the Vines Center.
Liberty's
Student
Government
Association (SGA) has worked together with
the athletic department to overturn a ban
on rollerblading in the Vines Center that
had been in effect since last year.
"It was a joint success," said SGA
President Alfred Thompson, referring to
the athletic department's cooperation with
the SGA.
Rules for rollerblading are being posted
on the entrance of the Vines Center and
along the concourse.

Students will be allowed to rollerblade tor. Students are allowed to rollerblade on
on the concourse only.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ the concourse, not on
Rollerbladlng will only lie
the court or the steps."
allowed at night between
It was violations of
"The reason we
8:30 and 11 p.m.
this sort that led to
Skating will not be allowed reinstated rollerblading rollerbladlng
being
on evenings of Liberty
banned in the Vines
was to give students
University-sponsored events
Center last year.
another chance
such as basketball games
The Insurance for
to exercise."
and concerts.
the Vines Center was
Students will not be allowed
an issue all parties
to rearrange or move the
had to consider when
- Kim Graham debating a resolution
Vines Center's furnishings.
Athletic Director to the ban. "We
Ramps will not be allowed
at anytime.
••———
always have to be
"This is pretty much a trial run," said sure to be careful said Athletic Director
Woodrow Galbrath, athletic facilities direc- Kim Graham.

The athletic department also considered
the students' health in making the decision.
"The reason we reinstated rollerbladlng was
to give the students another chance to exercise," said Graham.
The final meeting between Thompson,
Galbrath and Graham was last Thursday
when the final details were ironed out.
Talks began in October of last year
when students complained to the SGA
about not being able to rollerblade inside
the Vines Center. There were two or three
meetings before the SGA decided to overturn the ban.
The group decided that the best time to
reinstate rollerblading in the Vines Center
was after Spiritual Emphasis Week.

New recruiting
plan to help LU
meet projections

MISO honors
African-American
arts and literal

Editor in Chief

B Y CHRISSY REMSBERG

Copy:.Wtol^f;>[&-V||
The Minority and International
Student Office (MISO) kicked
this year's celebrationof
•tistary Month with "A
To The Arts" on Feb. 2
Pate Chapel of Thomas
Baptist Church.
The event featured various
formances by students
ribute to African Amerf<
lave made significant coi
ions to the arts. The eveni
jhlghUghted by SpeQ|«i ft.
Joseph Bundy, director
Afro-Appalachian Perfoi
Company (AAPC). and
Booth, Miss Virginia 1998,
Bundy, a graduate of
University, started with
n 1975V He said the
a community theater
which performs creative
nsptred by its community
African American history.
i The group h a s performed dramas like : "I won't be satisfied," an
original production which deals
with the concept that "progress is •
i continual thing and we cannot
x satisfied with achievements
jut only look at them as stepping
(tones," said Bundy,
They have also perl
leader's Theater.* a
iketch of the life oi
Martin Luther King Jr. and
West Africa to West Virginia.'
Bundy performed an historical
impersonation.
known
as
Chalaqua," by James Weldon
fohnson, for the tribute. He rec-

ignlzed Johnson's goal of preserving the African American arts
md literature. According to
Jundy, Johnson recognized two
[roups specifically, the creators of
he Negro spirituals and the 0 $
ime Negro preacher.
jj "He (Johnson) felt that the
Megro spirituals were the greatest
irustic contribution to ever come
>ut of the soil of the United States
>f, America,'' said Bundy, "He
Johnson) also wanted to recog-

Bundys own perftrmance at
"The Crucifixion" by Johnson
was a dignified tribute to this
notable American. Another literary tribute to Marcus Garvey was
gtven by Rachel Wln$leld. This
powerful recitation was both
moving and thought provoking in
its content and presentation.
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Lynchburg IHOP to open in late March
B Y T I M FAKKANT

Champion Reporter

JK

in the past."
At a faculty briefing last
October, Dr. Ellen Black, LU's
With the spring semester vice-president for planning,
underway and an ambitious research and development,
recruitment
projection
to noted several objectives for LU
meet, Liberty University is in recruiting. Rogers said those
the midst of a drive to modern- objectives are still the driving
force.
ize recruiting processes.
According to Ernie Rogers,
"Our target audience is,
LU executive director of enroll- number one, youth pastors,
ment management,
"we've Christian schools and guidtried to take everything to the ance counselors," Rogers said.
next level." Rogers is charged
The campaign will include
with the responsibility to keep bringing youth pastors a n d
enrollment
numbers
from groups of their s t u d e n t s to
stagnating.
Liberty and attending convenR o g e r s s a i d a d e c l i n e In
tions of the Aaa.Qcia.Uons. of
enrollment
next
semester Christian Schools International
would
be
a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ In order to
major financial
spread
the
word.
blow to Liberty.
"My big focus is that
"Recruiting Is
Rogers said
everyone
at Liberty is a the university
expensive," he
will take
a
noted.
"The recruiter... Recruiting
more focused
average cost to
is not just my job, it's approach to
recruit a sturecruiting
everybody's job."
dent is $1600."
than in t h e
Under
that
past.
"We're
p r e s s u r e ,
- Ernie Rogers still doing a lot
Rogers is developing a plan to Enrollment Management of direct mail,"
he said, "but
enhance
stu—
^
—
we're
trying to
dent n u m b e r s ———-———
do more direct marketing. Our
next year.
At the centerpiece of the plan primary prospects are people
is retention. LU lost about 500 who call In on our 800 numstudents between the fall and ber," a s well as the youth passpring semesters this year. tors and Christian schools.
Rogers said that was not a surRogers said the recruiting
prise. "It's exactly what we world Is intensely competitive.
expected," he said. "Retention "Our competition is UVa,
is very important to us."
Virginia Tech, William and
Rogers said the retention Mary," he said, "not other
campaign
will
focus
on Christian schools."
improved relations with stuAccording to Rogers, his own
dents. "We're going to provide efforts alone are not enough.
better customer service In "My big focus is that everyone at
financial office areas. We want Liberty Is a recruiter, whether we
to
upgrade
facilities
as like it or not. Recruiting is not
finances allow."
Just my Job, it's everybody's Job,"
Liberty is working on image he said. "When we build relacontrol a s well. "We're the tionships so we don't have to do
world's largest evangelical as much searching, recruitment
Christian university," Rogers comes down in cost."
stated. "We want to make
Rogers was hopeful for the
recruiting materials reflect the future. "We're trying to recruit
fact that we're a world-class a really good freshman class
Institution." As a part of this, this year," he said. "We're tryhe said, "we're stressing acad- ing to make things better so we
emics more than we ever have retain students."
B Y R I C K BOYER

great restaurant, with great food, at
great prices, while still providing a variety of menu selection," said Hernandez.
Willi the average guest check in 1997
being $6.15, IHOP feels It can capture
some of the college market.
IHOP will begin hiring for Its new
Lynchburg location approximately one
month before the store's grand opening.
"A new restaurant opening is fun and
exciting," said Hernandez, "We bring in
a training team as well as an opening
team, so that our new employees are
completely comfortable with the new

California-based restaurant chain
International House of Pancakes is
opening a new location in Lynchburg.
More commonly known as IHOP, the
new location plans to o]x:n by the end
of March.
The store is located on Fort Avenue
across from Shoney's and next to the
new CVS pharmacy,
IHOP has over 800 stores In 37
states, Canada and Japan, According
to company ofllcials, Lynchburg is a opening."
great choice for a new store because of
'Hie new employees will have plenty
Uie live colleges in the area.
of
room to work. The restaurant will
"IHOP has always had a strong "':>'
have 4,000 square feet of space, and
ket in college towns,' said Susan will seat approximately 170 people.
Hernandez, vice president ol marketing The store hours are not yet available.
for IHOP Corporation.
"We think that there Is a need lor a
pio-asi' sec IHOP, page 3

M A I ! 11,11 Ml.u

ALMOST DONE - IHOP, currently under construction on Fort Avenue,
will hire one month before opening, scheduled for late March.
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Black History Month: MISO
is' sponsoring the following
events for this week: a prayer
afld praise night on Friday,
Fib. 12 at the prayer chapel
af 11 p.m.; the "Know our
Hjstory"
trivia
contest
Noonday, Feb. 15 in the
C^Moss atrium at 11 a.m.;
apd the deadline for the essay
contest is 3:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, Feb. 17.
E

Library Book Sale : The A.
Pierre Guillermin Library will
hjbst its annual semester book
sale on Friday, Feb. 12 in front
o| the library offices across
feom the bookstore. The sale
vjill contain various books that
have been removed from the
library collection.
Managers
Meetings:
Student Life's Intramural
Sjiports will hold manager's
rjheetings for softball and
f|eld hockey in David's Place
djn Monday, Feb. 15. For
1 rfiore information, contact
dxt. 2389.
Coffee House: Student Life
* i l l present its annual
i Valentine's Coffee House
ifriday, Feb. 12 at 9:30 p.m.
| n d 12:30 a.m. in the
|chilling Center. Tickets are
| 2 in advance, $3 at the
|oor. For more information,
fall ext. 2131.
i•

Dinner Theater: Student
Life presents a Dinner
Theater with a showing of
["the
Princess
Bride",
•Saturday, Feb. 13 at
jDavid's Place. The cost is
|$12 per person or $20 per
icouple. Seating is limited.
iFor more information, call
text. 2131.
i

{Student Senate: The Liberty
! Student Govt. Association will

| hold its weekly Senate session
{Thursday, Feb. 11 at 4:15
ip.m. in DeMossHall 118.
jCareer Workshops: The
j Liberty University Career
jCenter presents the followjing seminars this week in at
|4
p.m.
in
DH 118:
^Successful
Interviewing,
ursday,
Feb.
11;
ternship
Application
nday, Feb. 15; Resume,
^ esday, Feb. 16. Please
iieontact the Career Center to
jBonfirm your attendance.
i Trip: Student Life spon*<?rs
a
ski
trip
to
IWintergreen. Tuesday, Feb.
16. The cost is $15 for a lift
ticket and $15 for ski rental.
For more information, call
ext. 2131.
:

SM6T Internships: There
will be a meeting for sports
management majors planning a summer internship
Thursday, Feb. 11 at 3 p.m.
in Teacher Education 138.
Ladies Tea: The annual
ladies' tea will be at David's
Place on Tuesday, Feb. 16 at
3:30 p.m. The theme will be
"Getting Back to Your Roots:
«j$he role of ladies in ministry." For more information,
Brail ext. 2590.
^Teacher Recruitment: The
gSchool of Education will
jgsponsor the annual Teacher
Recruitment in the DeMoss
iSHall atrium from Feb. 16-18.

I

Sprayer Fellowship: "Touch
gthe World through Prayer" ,
3a time of worship, vision
Sand prayer, will be held on
|Monday, Feb. 15 at 5 p.m.
Sat Religion Hall 110.

RA applicants "exposed" to
duties during weekend event
Bv S H A L N A M A I . C O M

Champion Reporter

"Ten, nine, eight, seven, six,
five, four-We are sorry to Interrupt your program, but you are
our last hope," said "Captain"
Brad Smith, dean of Liberty
University's residence life office.
The screaming and whistling
ceased:
the
last
balloon
popped. Ninety-eight resident
a s s i s t a n t applicants for the
1999-2000 school year were
welcoming In the new millennium by watching the ball drop
In Times Square until the startling Interruption.
A party took place In DeMoss
Hall Friday evening unlike any
other. Residence Life supervised
"RA Exposure Weekend," one of
the last steps In the RA application process.
"We're having lots of fun,"
said "Commander" Michelle
Bunts, associate dean of residence life. "This weekend Is a
great way for the applicants to
experience opportunities for
leadership training and development. It exposes Residence
Life and how we work, as well
as. exposing the RA applicants
and who they are."
Bunts explained that the theme

Library adds software,
more on-linerateresearch
database for business
B Y CHRISTAL THOMPSON

"I was able to see what resi"to boldly go where no leader has
gone before" revolved around the dence life Is about and it forced
me to think about people skills
upcoming millennium.
"These will be our first leaders that I could even use In busihere at Liberty University to ness or in the ministry," he said.
Saturday brought more workenter into the new millennium,"
shops. Question/answer rooms,
Bunts said.
The applicants, RDs, and RAs confrontation rooms, and comdivided Into groups with such munication rooms were set up
names as the "Stellar Chicks" for the applicants to play the
and the "Scrubs." For Friday RA role.
"It was a great time for learnand Saturday, the teams would
participate in games and work- ing by getting first-hand experishops, focusing on teamwork ence with the RAs," said sophoand leadership and communi- more Summer McClure, spiritual life director on dorm 19-2.
cation skills.
"Space Odyssey" was a room "It made me more excited about
designed to see how well the possibly being an RA."
The confrontation rooms were
applicants could work together
and how they could follow and designed to see what the applilead. In the "Maximum Warp cants knew.
"We don't expect them to know
Speed" room the applicants had
to give clear Instructions, as well It all, but to be able to stand up
and see who's assertive and
as receive the instructions.
In the "Message Decoder" who's not," said Ron Beverly,
room, Haoyung Chien, resident resident director.
In the communication workdirector, said his group was
putting together quotes on shops, situations were set up to
leadership without looking at learn how to communicate with
other people on their halls.
the word they were given.
Sophomore Matt Shamblln,
Expecting more teaching,
sophomore Davin Benavldes, spiritual life director on dorm
spiritual life director on dorm 18-2, summarized the week18-1 was surprised a t the end. "It was like walking
Interactive tools that residence through a J o h n Maxwell book,"
he said.
life used.

Champion Reporter
Some students go to the
library to read and research a
range of different topics, or
surf the Internet. Other students view the library as a
quiet place to study homework
assignments and lessons. But
for every purpose the A. Pierre
Guillermin Library works to
serve the students, and it has
upgraded Its facilities again
this semester.
Microsoft Office software programs have recently been
installed on half the computer
workstations In the library.
"The increase in Microsoft
Office programs helps to take
some of the load off the computing labs," said Dr. David
Barnett, dean of the A. Pierre
Guillermin Library.
The library has also made
advances in the different
methods of research that are
available. "Students now have
better access than before to
research full text articles from
anywhere they have access to
a computer," said Barnett.
ProQuest Direct now offers
688 full text titles In many
subject areas, and the system
features ABI/Inform, a sepa-

students and External Degree
students in the MBA program.
One of the more noticeable
features that many students
have taken advantage of is the
added
computers. The
increase in the number of
computers enables the students to research the Internet
and take advantage Of other
programs on the network
without the long lines.
The library has also installed
four new "notebook carrels,* private desks equipped with power
outlets and network connection
parts. This allows students with
laptop computers an opportunity to connect to the Internet
through the campus network.
The computers must contain a network card and
cable, and be configured by
Network Services.
Lexts-Nexis Academic Universe
is a new research advancement
that the students are able to
access on the Library website.
Lexis-Nexis Offers over 1,000
full text titles, including major
newspapers, magazines, news
wire services, and transcripts
from television programs. The
Lexis-Nexis system divided
various resources into eighteen different subject areas.

Holiday House

Florist
Valentine Specials!
Single long stem rose wrapped with
baby's breath and greenery for only

2 FREE TANS
Exp. 2-19-99

A.J. TANNING
846-6901

NEW NAILTECH,
CALL FOR
SPECIALS

For wolff beds only, New customers only, with coupon only

$4.95

UNLIMITED

'0 off on oil other Valentine Specials
Balloons & Plush Animals
Located at Liberty University in DeMoss
Hall at ext. 4690

FOOD & DRUG

THIS WEEK
ONLY!

We Deliver to the dorms!

we will double the value of all manufacturers'
coupons up to and Including $1.00

Before you tee off on anything
Write a l e t t e r t o t h e
Editor. Let us p r i n t
y o u r v i e w s and
o p i n i o n s . We" re
not here j u s t t o
cover the universit y ' s e v e n t s . We re
here t o h e l p y o u r
voice and ideas
b e c o m e a part of
our U n i v e r s e ' s
universe^; | B p us
a letter in D e M o s s
HaJ| 110 or t h r o u g h
the i n t r a c a m p u s
mall.

See store for details.

I N O I L OR WATER

KELLOGG'S
P O P TARTS

STARKIST
TUNA

8-CT.

6-OZ.

$"|49

2/$T[09

KROGER FAMILY SIZE
C R E A M OF M U S H R O O M
OR C R E A M OF
A
CHICKEN SOUP
26-oz.

BITE SIZE
^

9

^

9

KROGER FROSTED
SHREDDED
W H E A T CEREAL

..19-OZ

3/$

5

r v

B

e
JMISO Madness: In conjunction with Black History
I Month, MISO Madness will
jfclke place Friday, Feb. 19 at
j i O p.m. in the Schilling
J Center. The team fee is $18,
individuals are $3. For more
j information, call MISO at
I ext. 2688.

COLOR OR M A D A M E
DELBARD

T H E

HAMPI0N
Make

Send postings as far in
advance as possible to
Chris Edwards, c/o the
Liberty Champion.

L I B E R T Y

An

impact

LAY'S

KROGER
MAYONNAISE

POTATO CHIPS

32-oz.

5.5-oz.

2/$

3

WED THUR FRI
10
11 12

99
SAT
13

PREMIUM LONG STEM

ROSE BOUQUET
DOZEN

4

Wn^\

Includes greenery, filler & preservative.
Limit one coupon per customer.
Coupon good through Feb., 14,1999.

Items & Prices Good Through February 13,1999 in
Lynchburg. Copyright 1999 Kroger Mid-Atlantic. We
reserve the right to limit quantities. None sold to
dealers.

WMffiS'lHUSH
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MISO event
features guest
salutes from
Bundy, Booth
Continuedjrom

Bardas thrills crowd
German pianist visits LU for recital
B Y KIMBERLY CAVAIJERI

Page 1

Most recently, she was In Richmond for
Arts Advocacy Day to rally for more money
for the arts In Virginia. She has also
Implemented her own program known as
"Music for Virginia Babies." The program
is designed to introduce classical music to
newborn babies via compact disc.
Booth uses these programs as opportunities to promote the arts as well as
getting Involved In the arts herself. She
was very positive about the Invitation to
participate in the tribute to the arts.
Melany Pearl, dean of minority and
International students, said this was the
first time MISO has held an event like this
and she anticipated making this an annual part of the Black History Month celebrations. Although there were only about
50 students and Lynchburg residents In
attendance, Pearl felt that the evening was
a success.
In addition to the two featured performers, the audience was treated to
an assortment of artistic entertainment. Liberty student Mark Wright
paid tribute to Roberta Alexander,
singing a piece of classical Italian
opera and Achsah Fltzhugh and Philip
iMcFarland, also Liberty s t u d e n t s ,
honored Mahalla Jackson with a traditional gospel song.

JOHN FISHER

SAY CHEESE — MISO dean Melany
Pearl (back left) poses with Miss Virginia
N'rta Booth and Joseph Bundy at the
Holiday Inn Select before the event.
Praise in Motion made an appearance
to salute the performing arts and the
Alvin Alley American Dance Theater and
LU student Konstantin Penner paid tribute to "Duke" Ellington.

Champion Reporter
On June 27, 1914, Just one day
shy of the beginning of World War
I, a famous pianist was born in
Berlin, Germany. Recently Stefan
Bardas, now 84, visited Liberty for
a guest recital.
Bardas' musical background
has been impressive. He began
taking piano lessons at the age
of six. He studied music under
some of the most well known
pianists in the world, including
Edwin Fischer at the Academy
of Music in Berlin, Alfredo
Casella at the Conservatory
S a n t a Cecilia in Rome, and
Arthur Schnabel.
During World War II, Bardas, a
Jew, traveled throughout Europe
performing In recitals. Despite the
danger of Nazi capture, Bardas
always eluded the threat
A review by Albert Goldberg
in the Los Angeles Times
describes Bardas as "An u n u s u al pianist ... successful In mastering the colossal difficulties
and realizing the enormous
demands of power and variety of
color. (Copland Piano Fantasy)
... commands charm as well as
fury ... enchanting delicacy and
tonal coloration."
Those in
attendance
at
Liberty's recital were equally

Prayer chapel bill passes easily

impressed. "It amazed me that a
man of his age had so much
energy and memory," said Victor
Norstrude, a Junior music major.
"He didn't have any music with
him, and he put so much feeling
into his playing," he continued.
During his recital at Liberty,
Bardas played selections by
Shostakovich, Casella, Schumann,
Chopin and Debussy. The highlight of the program was the last
song of the recital. Don J u a n
Fantasy, by Liszt, is considered the
hardest single piece ever written for
the piano, yet Bardas played It with
tremendous skill and spirit.
Liberty attracted the attention of
Bardas as a result of his relationship with David Ehrman, the keyboard coordinator for the LU
music department.
Ehrman met Bardas in 1990 at
a Beethoven competition held at
Memphis
State
University.
Bardas was a Judge for the competition and Ehrman placed as a
finalist. The two musicians have
a mutual respect for each other.
"He is very correct," explains
Ehrman. "He has been taught tight
He has style because his teachers
have taught him every composer."
Ehrman currently has plans to
assist Bardas with music workshops overseas, and to teach a
piano master class at New
Mexico University.

Don't {n%tt tfa wthA

SGA measure aimed at keeping building quiet for student use
B Y C H R I S EDWARDS

News Editor
The
Student
Government
Association's (SGA) weekly Senate
meeting provided little In the way
of parliamentary debate and more
of a noisy squabble over a quiet
place to pray.
The major legislation, Introduced on the heels of Spiritual
Emphasis Week, was the Prayer
Encouragement Act. Senator
Glen Rlninger, sponsor of the bill,
said that the prayer chapel Is too
often booked for special groups
and meetings and no time for
solitary firayer.: :
••;••',
s The bill; which,moves toTlose
the chapel to meetings for ministry
teams and organizations, was
passed overwhelmingly by a
standing vote.
One of the reasons Rlninger proposed the bill was the Inability of
students to use classrooms and
other quiet places and the fact that
students are often forced to leave
whenever a group has reserved a

time through proper channels.
"Groups and organizations can
reserve the (class) rooms (through
University Scheduling), while Individuals cannot," said Rlninger, "It's
(the chapel) the only place on campus to get alone with God."
Opponents of the bill were concerned about the ability of dorm
prayer groups and other unofficial
Bible studies to meet in the chapel.
Other Senate action focused on
the passage of an amendment to
Article 6 of Its constitution, further
defining the role of Student Court.
Action on the bill was unanimous,
passing by. a role call vote in less
than flve»minutes.
Trie amendment, presented by
lyathepa Nuckols, sophomore class
president, allows for students to
make appeals to the court It also
allows for the court, administration or the Liberty University Police
Department (LUPD) to amend the
courts' jurisdiction if they wish.
Currently, the Student Court
only has jurisdiction to hear
appeals of moving violations given

by LUPD.
In matters of old business, the
Senate approved the nomination
of Marc Pettograsso to the elections committee by a standing
vote. Pettograsso served as president of SGA during the 1997-98
school year and was also the
chairman of the elections committee for the 1998-99 runoff.
Chief Justice Travis Griffin and
Laurie Gonzales were previously
approved to the committee.
Senator Howard Thomas was
appointed as an advisor-at-large.
Both bills will now travel to
the desk of SGA president
Alfred Thompson for his consideration. Signed bills m u s t
also p a s s
through
Mike
Stewart, dean of student life;
Mark Hine, vice president of
student
development
and
University President Dr. J o h n
M. Borek, Jr. before becoming
official university policy.
Student Senate will reconvene
Thursday, Feb. 11 at 4:15 p.m. in
DeMossHall 118.

Former Va. Gov. Godwin
dies; flags at half-staff
Former two-term Governor Mills E. Godwin Jr.
passed away Saturday, Jan. 30 after complications from pneumonia. He was 84.
As a result, flags In the state will fly at half-staff
for the month of February.
Godwin served as a Democrat from 1966 to
1970. He was then elected as a Republican from
1974 until 1978.
Saying there was "no higher honor" than being
governor of Virginia, Godwin was known as "the
education governor" because of his efforts to
reform the public school system.

J o r d a n ' s King Hussein
dies after 46-year reign
Shops In Jordan have shut down for a three-day
period of mourning after the death of their king.
King Hussein, 63, died Sunday from complications related to his recent bout with lymphatic cancer.
His eldest son, Abdullah, 37, was sworn
In as king later In the day during a traditional ceremony.
The late King Hussein left an American hospital
Thursday after his body rejected a bone marrow
transplant, part of his cancer treatment
Hussein was the longest ruling leader In the
Middle East, an historically unstable region.

Anti-abortion web site
ordered to pay damages
Anti-abortion advocates who operated a web
site termed "The Nuremberg Files" have been
ordered by a federal jury to pay $106 million In
punitive damages.
The site listed names and addresses of abortion
dootc. •,. accusing then; of "crimes against humanity." Several doctors who have been shot had their
names crossed out on the list.
Planned Parenthood said the site provoked violence. The defendants plan to appeal, arguing
that the verdict violates their free speech rights.

Cau. 582-2124
<
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Over 90 percent of IHOP
stores
are
franchises.
"Because our franchisees
have a financial stake In the
success of their restaurants,
they are motivated to respond
effectively to the needs of our
guests and we can ensure a
happy, memorable experience
for all," said Richard Kerzer,
president and CEO of IHOP
Corporation.
Exactly who the franchisees
are for the new Lynchburg
store is not certain, because
the final contracts have not
yet been completed.
IHOP offers 16 varieties of
pancakes, as well as a full
lunch and dinner menu
including hamburgers, patty
melt, T-bone steaks, and herb
roasted chicken. They also
offer a variety of desserts such
as fruit crepes and the traditional ice cream sundae.

NATIONAL

PIZZA MEAl DEAL '2.99
Include Double Slice Piua (Chose
or Peffetvni) & a Soft Drink.

' PIZZA BAKED SPAGHETTI
MEAL DEAL 1149

Spaghetti smothered with a
zesty blend of pizza sauce,
tomato sauce and sausage,
topped with mozzarella,
provolone and pepperoni.

3.89
DUO COMBO MEAL $ W 9
Mali includes 1/2 jvrtims of
[jladjHfl (f Spijt/u II11 li«ll:> Of Meat SoUCei,

Includes regular Pizza baked S/Ujjliftti 6 a Soft Pnnk.

Garden Salad 6 a VII Drink.

2629 WaiUs Rd./1'hune; 832-1200
One couiw11 pe' pe'son. pa visit at participating. Fazolls only

2629 Wards Ku./Phore: 832-1200
OIK coupon pei poison, pa visit at participating lawns only
Nol valid villi any otnei oltei Eiplrts 4/3/99

* G & L

# SEAGULL # WASHBURN * CRATE * Huss & DALTON
AND MORE....
645 Oakley Ave., Lynchburg, VA 24501 • 804-845-4274 • Fax 804-845-4275

2629 Wuds Rd./Phore 832-1200
Ont u » w pei peison. pei visil a! participating t w l i s only
Not vaW with any oUwi oWet E i p l w 4 / i W

Nol vaM with any OIIKI ollei Eipllll 4/J/99
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JESSICA
MILLER

Finally, we've
found true
love at last
TTn grade school, we carefully
I selected
Garfield
and
JL Snoopy valentines for our
classmates,
making
the
rounds to the crayoned and
glittered mailboxes stuck haphazardly to the fronts of short
brown desks. In junior high,
we flocked in giggling groups to
the PTA Valentine's dance,
hoping we wouldn't get stuck
with that gawky four-eyed kid
as a partner. And in high
school, we shyly presented the
former Four Eyes with tokens
of undying affection.
Now, however, we're in college. We're grown-up. And
we're in love.
With chocolate.
Valentine's Day IS chocolate.
Chocolate hearts, chocolate
bears, boxes of milk chocolate,
dark chocolate, light chocolate,
white chocolate. Little chocolate M&M"s and big chocolate
Hershey kisses. Cadbury,
Mars. Nestle, Willy Wonka,
whatever. As long as it's chocolate, we like it.
From supermodel Claudia
Schiffer to United States
President Thomas Jefferson,
many chocoholics agree. As
Schiffer put it, "I say 'go for if
and 1 eat chocolate."
A more subdued Thomas
Jefferson says the same. The
superiority of chocolate (hot
chocolate), for both health and
nourishment, will soon give it
...preference over tea and coffee in America," he wrote to
J o h n Adams.
Well, ole Tom was right.
America's chocolate products
now number in the hundreds,
even thousands. And with
Cupid right around the comer,
the nation's favorite flavor is
preparing to rake in another
$11 million to an annual $12.5
billion industry. Valentine's
Day is the fourth biggest holiday of the year for confectionery
purchases,
right
behind Halloween, Christmas
and Easter.
But chocolate hasn't always
been symbolic of merely fun
and romance. According to the
Chocolate
Manufacturers
Association, during World War
II, the federal government recognized the importance of
chocolate's role in the nourishment of the Allied Armed
Forces, so much that it allocated valuable shipping space for
the importation of cocoa
beans. Many soldiers were
thankful for the pocket chocolate bars which gave them
strength to carry on until more
food rations could be obtained.
Even today, the U.S. Army
D-rations include three 4-oz.
chocolate bars, while NASA
includes the confection as a
part of the strategically
planned diets for astronauts
in space.
Other countries find the
mahogany candy of practical
use as well. A South American
folk remedy uses chocolate for
burns, cough, dry eyes, listlessness and even malaria.
Malaysia, a leading exporter of
cocoa, bases its economy on
the magic beans.
With one of the biggest
chocolate days of the year
heading our way, we have
several choices. We can buy
cute little stuffed animals
that sit on the shelf and collect dust. We can pick flowers
that will wither and die in a
matter of days. Or we can
feast on chocolate in honor of
the one day during the entire
year that chocolate receives
its due glory.
Consider these statistics:
Consumption per person per
year in Switzerland is 19
pounds. In Norway it's 17.5
pounds, in Britain it's 17
pounds. Germans consume 14
pounds per person annually,
while in the United States we
eat a puny 7.5 pounds. We're
not even in the top ten! You
need to eat your chocolate!

c/o Oslcyu&

//

<£M me count the waps....
- (Elizabeth <5&anvtt 68ramifff

Stephen Welch and
Monika Zaker were
engaged on Aug. 1 in
| Cape May, New Jersey.
*They will be married
May 22, at J e r u s a l e m
Baptist C h u r c h
in
Alexandria, Virginia.
Welch graduated from
LU in 1997 with a B.S.
in biology, and Zaker
is a j u n i o r n u r s i n g
major.
The couple plans on
going into medical
missions.

J o h n Burton
and
Kimberly Little will be
united in marriage on
May 29, at Lawings
Chapel Baptist Church
in
Maiden,
North
Carolina.
Burton is a graduating senior at LU, as well
as music minister at
Cornerstone Church.
Little is employed by
Ballcreek Elementary
School.
The couple plans to
live and serve God in
North Carolina.

O^aht (S&urton
and QKimbeiip kittle

Stephen (WM
and QMonika &aker

Daniel M. Hauser and
Tammy J . Jones will be
married on Sept. 18, in
Lynchburg, Virginia.
Both will graduate
from LU on May 8,
1999. Hauser will have
a bachelor's degree in
management information
systems,
and
Jones will have a bachelor's degree in psychology.
The couple plans to go
on an Alaskan cruise
for their honeymoon
and then reside in
Lynchburg.

I

»

/fo&e?

Daniel'OW. Q$6aitser
and Tyammp Q £ ^ones

•|p

Kenneth Jeffery Stem
and Kimberly Lynn
1 Weeks will be married
* J u n e 5, at Central
Baptist
Church
in
Panama City, Florida.
Stem is a junior psychology-child adolescence
development
major, and Weeks is a
senior majoring
in
business management.
For their honeymoon,
they will take a weeklong Royal Caribbean
Cruise to the Bahamas.

QKmneth Q ^ Qfbtem
and QKimbedp <^. (Mfeks

Never say never
B Y KRISTIE KAUFF.YIAN

Life! Reporter

S

andy Garber had a few prerequisites for the
type of man she would marry. In addition to
the fact that he had to be a strong Christian,
there were two non-qualifiers for this position. As
she notoriously commented, "I will never marry a
redhead, and I will never marry a preacher."
When asked why she had such strange qualifications, she replied, "every time I saw a redhead kid
when I was little, they always had runny noses, so I
never wanted to have any kids with red hair because
I was afraid they would always have runny noses as
well."
"My family observed a lot of church problems when
I was younger," she continued, "which made me feel
badly for the pastor and his family. That is why I
never wanted to marry a preacher." When entering
college, Sandy had a fiance whom she had been dating for many years. After their break-up, she was
quite hesitant to even consider dating again.
But her sophomore year at a small. Christian college in Indiana, she was asked by the student body
president to sing for a chapel service and agreed to
do so. She also thought this redheaded preacherto-be was quite stuck up because he was extremely reserved.
However, she respected Luke Kuuffman very much
for his load of responsibility as SGA president. When
the student body president called her the second
time, she replied, "what do you want me to do this
time?"
It turned out that this time Luke wanted to ask

Sandy out on a date and
she reluctantly agreed.
Having her heart broken
previously made it difficult for her to be open to
new relationships. For
their first date, they went
with another couple to a
basketball game at their
school.
"It was a very icy night,
the roads were horrible
and we were all in Luke's
car because we were going
to get something to eat.
Well, he put his foot on
the accelerator and the
car spun around and did
a 360-degree t u r n . I
screamed, I was so upset
and he laughed," Sandy
said, recalling the funny LET ME CALL YOU SWEETHEART — Seminary Distance Learning Program
incident on their first Executive Director Luke Kauffman celebrates his wedding day with his new
date.
bride, Sandy.
Luke continued to pursue conversations with Sandy in the cafeteria, alter officially engaged on the one-year anniversary of
Chape] and in the school lobbies.
their first date.
"I thought he was very nice but I just could not
Luke, a redhead preacher, professor and the execthink about dating anyone at that time. I tried to get utive director of the seminary external degree prorid of him, I even tried to get him to date other girls. gram at Liberty, resides with Sandy, his wife of 34
I do not know why he put up with me, but it was in years, in Forest, Va.
God's plan," Sandy said.
Luke and Sandy are the parents of two birth sons,
Luke's persistent nature paid off as he warmed Kurt, Kent and their adopted daughter, the writer of
his way into Sandy's heart and the two of them were this article.
COL HTESV OH K B I S I I K A L F F M A N
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A night on the town

COURTESY OF PHILLIP HARRELSON AND HOLLY BAI'GII

LOVE, TRUE LOVE — Holly Baugh and Phillip
Harrelson smile for the camera.

On July 2, 1998, Phillip Harrelson arrived for his flight from a
Mississippi airport three hours early because he was on his way to
surprise his girlfriend Holly Baugh with a diamond ring, and he was
determined to make sure nothing went wrong.
About eight hours later, Holly was in Rockwell's restaurant overlooking the scenic inter-coastal waterway of West Palm Beach, Florida
for what she believed to be a special father/daughter dinner. As Holly
and her father placed their orders, Mr. Baugh excused himself to use
the restroom.
However, it was not he who returned to the table. Phillip emerged,
as Mr. and Mrs. Baugh videotaped the reunion. Holly and Phillip finished their meal, after which they drove to the world-famous Breaker's
resort on the beach.
The couple wandered through the gardens, stopping by the massive
fountain to throw pennies and make a wish. Suddenly, with Holly's
parents "innocently" recording from out of sight. Holly's wish came
true as Phillip got down on one knee and asked her to be his wife.
Holly's parents cheered as the newly engaged couple embraced.
They made their way to the stretch limo Phillip had arranged to have.
Inside, Holly was again surprised to find an T Love You' balloon and
14 long stemmed roses.
Holly and Phillip will be married June 26, in Highlands, North Carolina.

Eric Newkirk a n d
L a u r a Price will be
married May 22, in
Taylor,
Michigan.
They were engaged
Nov. 28, 1998.
Newkirk is in his
second year of seminary and is an admissions c o u n s e l o r for
LU. Price is a senior
elementary education
major.
They plan on visiting
Sanibel Island, Florida,
for their honeymoon.

GLric QNewkirk
and<£aura ^rice

Andrew Dodge and
Jennifer Wilcox are
pleased to announce
their engagement on
July 17, 1998. The
couple will be married
May 10, at the Pate
Chapel.
Dodge is a junior from
Oregon, and Wilcox is a
graduating senior from
Michigan.
For their honeymoon,
they plan on going to a
cabin in Idaho.

Andrew ^odge
and Jennifer QtfPibox

Matthew
Brian
Garrison and Andrea
Dawn Bowen plan to be
married July 3 1 , in
Knightdale,
North
Carolina.
Garrison is a senior
youth major and Bowen
is a senior elementary
education major.
They will be traveling
to Disney World and
going on a cruise for
their honeymoon.

oMatthew c5@. garrison
and Andrea °@. O&owen

Ted
Fleming
and
Melinda Smith plan to
be married July 24, at
Smith's home church
in Ruskin, Florida.
Fleming is a senior
youth ministry major
and Smith is a junior
journalism major.
For their honeymoon,
Fleming is planning a
surprise. He will tell
Smith "hot or cold"
when she packs for the
trip.

T^ed (^fbmina
and'Olfe/inda Q&mith

J a s o n E. Pawloski and
Amy E. Berge plan to be
married J u n e 5.
Pawloski is a youth
ministry major and Berge
is a psychology major.
For their honeymoon,
they want to "tour the
world."
Their future goals are to
"serve J e s u s Christ in the
business world and in the
church and to build
youth groups and build a
family."

O^ason GL. Pawloski
and Amp GL. oSerae

-By Corrie Duis

Chad Forcey and
Christie Cooper plan to
be married May 22.
Forcey, a junior history major, is a
Lynchburg native.
Cooper, a senior biblical studies major, is
from Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania.

&had cyOtCW
and Christie &ooper
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Scott P. McGinnis
and Erin M. Ludlow
plan to be married on
July 31.
McGinnis is a junior
English major.
Ludlow, also a
junior, is majoring in
education.

SPC Michael E.
Farley and Sarah R.
Wilkerson are pleased
to announce their
engagement. The couple plans to be married
in May at Johnston
Chapel Baptist
Church.
Wilkerson is a junior
communications
major. Farley is serving
in the U.S. Army at Ft.
Knox, Kentucky. Both
are from Princeton,
West Virginia.

\;

QMichxel GL. Q^farkp
and Q&arah (s£. (Wilkerson

Heath Bryant and
Cindy Hesson plan to
be married on J u n e
12, in Ohio.
Bryant, a physical
education major, is
from Munford,
Tennessee. Hesson, of
Chesapeake, Ohio, will
graduate with an elementary education
degree in May. The
couple plans a honeymoon in Florida.

Q^Ceath Q&ipant
and &indp Q$€esson

Vernon Merritt and
Cindy Whipple will be
married J u n e 26.
Merritt
graduated
with a degree in missions in 1998, and
Whipple is a senior
nursing major.
They plan to honeymoon
in
New
Hampshire and travel
in the New England
area.

Q&ktmn QMerritt
and (Pindp (Whipple

J o s h McArdle and
Renee Dudley proudly
announce their engagement of Sept. 12,
1998. The
couple
plans to be married
on August 5, 2000. in
Dudley's hometown of
Buena Vista, Virginia.
McArdle is a senior
mathematics major.
Dudley is a junior
psychology major.

QMcArdh
and 0$m06 <\})udbp

Tim Pafford and
Tonya Sorrells are
pleased to announce
their engagement. The
couple plans to be
married during the fall
of 2000.
Pafford is a senior
media graphics major.
Sorrells is a junior at
the Lynchburg General
School of Nursing.
The couple plans a
cruise for their honeymoon.

The
Best
Easter
JLi V V / X
*SBB

Kenneth Jeffrey Stem a n d
Kimberly L y n n Weeks
were engaged on E a s t e r
Sunday, April 12, 1998.
After the morning worship service a t Amelon
United Methodist Church
a n d d i n n e r a t a local
s t e a k h o u s e , t h e couple
enjoyed the spring afternoon at Riverside Park.
There, Stem presented
Weeks with a large decorated Easter b a s k e t containing plastic eggs. Each
egg contained candy a n d
a p e r s o n a l c o u p o n for
items s u c h a s flowers arid
other gifts.
After Weeks opened the
last egg in t h e b a s k e t ,
Stem pulled out one final
egg. The c o u p o n inside
read: "This coupon m a y
be redeemed for a lifetime
of t r u e love from t h e
maker."
Stem then got down on
one knee before Weeks.
.z "Will you marry me and
m a k e me t h e h a p p i e s t
m a n ever?" Stem asked,
holding a diamond ring,
'"Yes!" said Weeks with
t e a r s in her eyes.
As the couple left t h e
park in Stem's car, Celine
Dion's My Heart Will Go
0n played on t h e radio.
Weeks described
the
scene
as
"the
most
romantic day of my life. I
will never forget t h a t wonderful moment t h a t only
Jeff and I shared," she
&dded.
— By Scott

09cvn

•

and GLrin oA{. *£iudbw

Romanoski

'Tjim ^afford
and ^onpa Qborrelk
Isaac W. Shaw and
Jacoba
D.
Seaton
were united in marriage on Dec. 19, 1998
at
Open
Door
Assembly in Newport
News, Virginia.
The reception w a s
held at Lee's Mill
Clubhouse. Following
a honeymoon trip to
Orlando, Florida, the
couple will reside in
Bedford, Virginia.
Seaton is a recent
graduate of Liberty.

®sdac Of. Q&haw
and jacoba ®3. Q&eatm

Gregory M. Wellman
and Sarena D. Beaslev
are proud to announce
their upcoming wedding on Aug. 14, at
Leesville Road Baptist
Church in Evington,
Virginia.
Beasley, a senior elementary
education
major, and Wellman, a
senior biblical studies
major, plan to honeymoon at a log cabin
resort in Virginia and a
beach house in Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina.

cQteyvtpOW. Q&bllman
and Q&awna °@. <S$easley

"Marriage is not living with the person you love,
hut living with the person you can't live withouC
—jttissajflmorj/l. Sarmiento
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( may not be a smart man, but I know what love is.
-Forrest Gump
William
Fontaine
and B a r b a r a White
will be married on Oct.
16, in Connecticut.
White will graduate
in May with a communications degree.

Kevin Cash and
Christi Mays are proud
to announce their
engagement of Nov. 26,
1997. The couple
plans to be married
May 15, at Amelon
Amelon United
Methodist Church in
Madison Heights,
Virginia.
The couple plans a
honeymoon in the
Smoky Mountains.

QKevin (Posh
and (Phristi QMaps
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(William Q^fentaine
and Q&arbara (White
J a m e s Kelly Thornton
and Angela Lea Motyl
are pleased to announce
their engagement Nov.
26.
Thornton works for
the U.S. Postal Service
in Springfield, Illinois.
Motyl is a senior business finance major at
LU.
The wedding date is
undecided, but they
plan to honeymoon in
the Poconos.

;..;•

pontes QKelly Tyhomton
and Angela <£Lea oUetyl

OZewn 6 £ ®'<&8rim
and GLlizabeth Q £ Andetsen

Billy Andrews and
Kristy Wallace will be
married July 10, in
Augusta, Georgia, with
a reception later that
month
in
Odessa,
Texas.
Andrews is a senior
biblical studies major
and Wallace is a junior
majoring in psychology.
They are planning to
travel on their honeymoon
to
Kerrville,
Texas.

08/ffy Andrews
and kristy (Wallace
$<Pawd ^

Kevin R. O'Brien and
Elizabeth J . Anderson
plan to be married on
June 19, in Pennsylvania.
Anderson is studying
elementary education
at LU, while O'Brien is
currently enrolled a t
The Masters Seminary
in California.
The couple plans to
,move to California to
•continue at Masters following the wedding.

Glfetyland ^evahn Q&ka<ffs

David L. Motyl and Devalon Skaggs are pleased to
announce their engagement January 19. Their wedding is tentatively scheduled for J u n e 12.
Motyl is majoring in business management, and
Skaggs is a psychology major.
Motyl is keeping the honeymoon a surprise.

oMatthew Adkins < aid ^amie Perdew
Matthew Adkins and Jamie Perdew .are pleased to
announce their engagement. The couple plans to be
married in June.
Adkins is a graduate business major. Perdew is a
senior biology major.

Q&tpant C&ianehatd and (Wendp (Witt
Bryant Blanchard and Wendy Witt are pleased to
a n n o u n c e their engagement.The couple will be
married Oct. 16, at the Pate Chapel at Thomas
Road Baptist Church.
Blanchard is a former LU student, and Witt is a
senior studying health promotions.

Who was St. Valentine?
Tradition states St. Valentine was a thirdcentury priest who defied Emperor
Claudius II. Claudius, a curmudgeon
and warmonger, banned marriage
among the soldiers in his army.
According to legend, Valentine performed secret marriages for soldiers
and their sweethearts until he was discovered and sentenced to death.
While he was in prison, Valentine
became a tutor for the jailer's blind
daughter on spiritual subjects, and
the two became friends. Through much
prayer, legend says her sight was eventually restored. The two conducted a clandestine correspondence until the eve of his execution when Valentine wrote her a letter
pledging undying love and signed it with
his name, "Your Valentine."
After his death, the jailer's daughter.planted a
pink-blossomed almond tree over Valentine's grave.
Some believe this gesture began the custom of buying flowers for loved ones on Valentine's Day.
—by Hannah Ladwig
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@ome Ooitt %& &t
Restaurant in Lynchburg
SINCE THE 1950'S

HOURS

11AM-MIDNIGHT SUN-THURS
11AM-2 AM FRI-SAT.
2827 Candlers M t . Road
237-8075
www.atthehop.com
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Liberty Tbucs' over Charleston Southern
Lady Flames payback CSU for earlier defeat with a sound 54-47 win at the Vines
B Y M A T T KEENAN

Sports Editor
The Charleston Southern
Lady Bucs had high hopes of
catching Liberty In the Big
South standings when they
entered the Vines Center on
Saturday night. The Lady
Flames had other things In
mind, Including a payback for
an earlier loss In Charleston,
S.C. LU came out victorious
In the rematch 54-47 to go
two games up In the Big
South standings.
Liberty (14-7, 6-1 Big South
Conference) shut out the Lady
Bucs for the last 7:49 of the
first half, to build a 31 -17 halftime advantage.
Although LU Head Coach
Rick Reeves wouldn't admit
that his team was playing for
a payback, his players felt
otherwise.
"We definitely wanted to get
them back," LU guard Sharon
Wllkerson said. "We should have
beaten them by a lot more."
The duo of twins Sarah and
Sharon Wllkerson paced the
Flames, each recording double-doubles In the victory.
The sisters believe that was
the first time that both of
them ended a game with double-doubles.
"I thought I played a horrible
game," Sarah said. "When
Chris Doyle called me over to
do the radio Interview after the
game I was like *what In the
world, are you crazy?' I would
have rated myself with a C."
Both teams struggled to

shoot from the field, including rebounds. CSU's Kate Sanford
finished with 16 rebounds on
both team's star players.
Liberty's Elena Kisseleva the night and remains tops In
finished the evening on 5-of- the conference In rebounding.
Meanwhile, LU's Wllkerson
20 shooting from the floor,
but still netted 14 points. twins were busy scoring 10 of
CSU's Crystal Carpenter, the the team's final 16 points to
top scorer in the conference, wrap up the 54-47 win.
Sarah finished the night
was held to 5-of-14 shooting
and finished with Just 14 with a team and game high 14
points. Carpenter entered the points, a season high 10
game averaging 19.7 ppg. LU rebounds and eight assists
shot 34 percent as a team, coming two assists away from
from the floor and CSU shot a a triple double.
Sharon collected 11 points
dismal 27 percent.
"We executed, but we didn't on 4-of-12 shooting while
put the ball in the hole and grabbing a career high 13
that's the bottom line," CSU boards, 10 which came in the
Head Coach Fred Francello first half.
"People really don't think of
said. "We shot 22-percent from
the field and If we had shot 35- boxing guards out," Sharon
said. "They definitely don't
percent we win by 10."
With the loss, Charleston want the little people coming
Southern remains two games out with the ball, but I think
behind Liberty and primed to that will help get me to the
take the No. 2 seed heading next level."
Pro scouts from the WNBA
into the tournament. Francello
were in attendance to
likes his teams
watch the "Big 3" perchances If the
form.
Lady Bucs meet
"1 think that's one
LU in the Big
thing getting to
S o u
t h
these girls Is all of
Tournament.
the attention they're
"We've already
getting from WNBA
handled
them
teams," Head Coach
once, so I would
Rick Reeves said. "If
love to meet
our leadership and
them in the
intensity steps up
f i n a l s , "
then we'll go back to
Francello said.
the NCAA's."
CSU used Its
size to gain a 51Jr^-'iPyiJ *-'''' P ' a v s three games
41 advantage on
* " ^ on the road this week
the
boards,
MAIT I IJEMBO and VViH return home
MATT I IJEMBO
including
19 EASY TWO — Sarah on Feb. 18 for their
SEALED OFF — LU's Dawn Woodruff returned to action in the 54-47 win over
o f f e n s i v e Wilkersonwith the layup. final home game.
CSU on Saturday night. Woodruff had been out two games with a knee injury.
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ACCESS DENIED - Liberty goalie Max Fritz denies a shot against Maryland on Friday night. The Flames squandered a 3-1 lead and ended up losing 6-3, dropping their record to 10-4 on the season.

Maryland erases 3-1 deficit
for ACCHL win over Liberty
LU loses 6-3 to Terrapins; losing streak reaches three
B Y DOUG STEWART

Champion Reporter

ond period looking like a team on a
mission, and with 12:53 remaining
in the second period Chris Lowes
and Kirk Handy assisted Jeff
Lowes on a beauUful go-ahead
goal. Only a minute after his first
goal, J. Lowes ignited the LU
offense once again with a break
away, unassisted, shorthanded
goal. With Liberty's offense taking
off and it's defense taking control
of the game, It appeared that the
Flames would cruise to another
victory.
However, the pesky
Maryland squad
exploded
and
scored
three
goals within a
three
minute
span late in the
second period.
According
to
Liberty sopho
more Brandon
Cross, the three
quick goals by
the
Terps

The Liberty University hockey
team dropped a tough 6-3 loss to
the Maryland Terrapins on Friday
night at the Roanoke Civic
Center. Friday's loss, along with
two consecutive losses a week ago
to the hands of the University of
Virginia have cooled the once
unstoppable Flames.
The Flames (10-4), were caught
off guard by the physical style of
play that the Terps
exhibited throughout
the early minutes of the
first period. Maryland's
consistent goal opportunities paid off with 4:52
remaining In the opening period when the
Terps netted a goal that
barely slid past the
grasp of LU goalie Dan
PlUman.
However, LU freshman Dave Cross gave
stunned
the
his team a spark two
Flames.
minutes later with a
"We felt like we
game-tying goal. The
played OK In
evenly played
first
the first period
period ended with trie COVER UP— TheLU
and
In
the
score knotted at 1 - 1 .
hockey team is now trying beginning of the
Liberty started the sec- to cover 3 straight losses. second. But they

dominated us later in the second
period with the three goals.
They really caught us off guard
with those quick goals."
Maryland took its hard earned
one goal advantage into the final
period. The final period was also
won by the Terps. Maryland's
combination of an aggressive
defense and a threatening offense
kept the Flames off balance
throughout the third period. The
Terrapins added two more goals
late in the game to come away with
the three goal victory.
Although the Flames have
dropped their last three, it is
apparent that they are not lying
down for the remainder of their
schedule.
"We played a bad
game tonight. We should have
won but we didn't do the things
that we needed to do. 1 think
that this game will be a wake up
Call for us and that we will be
better because of it," said LU
sophomore Jon Schubert.
Friday's game was Liberty's
last home game of this season.
The Flames will hit the road as
they approach their final regular
season games against West
Virginia before they head to
Annapolis, Md. to face Navy.

The Liberty Flames men's
basketball
team
literally
fouled out of Saturday's con
test while looking to gain their
itrst conference win this .sea
son. Liberty- had three players foul out as Die Flames
couldn't hold onto the lead in
| the last minute of play In
overtime
and
fell
to
Charleston Southern 94-91.
Lfherty ; -^currently the only
team without a win against
another Division 1~A team.
The Charleston Southern
Buccaneers got off to an early
6-0, which LU head coach Mel
Hankinson warned against
before the game. Buccaneer's
forward Andres Ainaya conlr$>uted to their quick start as
his Jumper gave them their 60 lead.
Liberty quickly got back into
the
game
as
Delawn
Grandison scored four of LU's
next six points to pull LU with
In. 8-6. The Flames only shot
32 percent from the field for
the first nine minutes of the
game, but were only behind
Charleston Southern 1 5 1 1 .
Fouls plagued both teams
throughout the game as both
would combine for 56 total
fouls, Fouls weren't the only
loud number that stuck out,
a s both teams would also combine for 54 turnovers In the
ontesl a s Liberty forced the
uceaneers into 30.
Liberty fell; behind by as
many as 11 in the first half at
28-17 but managed to cut the
lead to. eight a t halftlme. 40
[ 32. The shooting percentage
for the Flames in the first half
was a low 3 3 % as they were
one for seven from three-point
range, while CSU was shooting
48% from the lloor;and; 57 percent from long range.
In the second hall of play,
Liberty pulled to within a
point at &J*K> i\i> guard c.J,
Cowgilji ^ojred.

first
62 on -a
Caldwell Wl
game,-:|g
Liheri|
largest Je
points as
five stral$
ahead 71-6*f!
five minutes
Liberty wonkf
more field g
regulation' a n
Southern came
the game at 75 s
game into overtime.
In overUme. Liberty opened
up the largest lead they would
see at 85-78 until it quickly
diminished as CSU cam£;basj$k
to tie it at 85 a piece on two
free throws by Adam Larrick.
In overtime it became sthe
Adam Larrick show as h e ;
would score 11 of the his
team's 19 points, finishing/;
with 24 points and five assists: .
In the contest, ;
Cowgill gave the Flames a;
Ihree point advantage at 8986 with 57 seconds left, A foul
on Grandison and a technical
foul on Cowgill (both o n the
same play) highlighted a
comeback by the Buccaneers
as they took the lead for good
at 91-89 on two frff^'tjiirops:
by Pete Van Rlj>
"The same oi|lciaJl;;Mho--:W8|ii
calling all the controversial
calls, called a foul which put
Larrick at the Itaf. Then ihe
technical foul which gave
them two mote and (hat gave
Hum four (total) and then the
ball
out
of ' bounds,"
Hankinson said.
c h i t s Caldwell gave LU
some hope as he knocked
down a jumper with six seconds left to pull the score
within two at 93-91.
But
i s i is Marll Parker hrt one of
two frfe-tjn'ows to tee i t at
94 91 as Liberty remains

Wheaties or
Corn Pops?
To keep a "positive*' light on
the sports programs here a !
Liberty University, I'm going to
discuss my favorite and least
favorite breakfast cereals. Youll
also learn the "how to's" of ea1~::
ing your favorite cereals.
I've classified all cereals lhifoj
three categories. The first a n d
best group of cereals is the
"very sugary arid unh&af
cereals. These cereals were)
intended for your everyday:
lete, but are by far the best to
eat
The second cereal group
the "gqod with tots o f ; s
group. In this group, the cereals j
are good, but with a heap of
sugar on top of them.
The last group is the "fiber*
group. J u s t forget about this
group because whoever eats
these cereals are people who
think they're eating healthy,
or people who are pretending I
to be on a diet. People are bet •
tor off getting MetamueJt for
those problems.
First off, I'll say that by a very
slim margin "Cinnamon Toast 1
Crunch" holds the current top
spot as betfigtfiv favorite cereal.
There's just something about
all that cinnamon and sugar
coated on a little flake. The only
problem with this cereal ts that
it gets soggy If not eaten right
away and Marriott doesn't have
it What a disappointment!
Speaking of Marriott, we get
info the "how to's" of eating your
cereal, or what you shouldn't do;
It's amazing how many people
just don't know how to eat their
cereal. Please don't ever ruin
your cereal by placing the
in your bowl before you're actu
ally ready to eat It But if you do j
get your milk In a glass then |
don't put lee in your milk! That'!
just absolutely repulsive. I don't
care If you think the milk isn't
cold enough or not
Anyway, back to the list
"Cinnamon Toast Crunch" tails
Into the first group of very sug- j
ary cereals. Other cereals infy'"
group that I must say 1 enjoy are j
"Lucky Charms," "Frost
Flakes^* "Cocoa Puffs," "Goldl
Grahams," "Frosted
Mini- j
Wheats," "Corn Pops," "Rio
Krtspte Treats," and "Sugti
Smacks." Tills list could go o n
and on and I'm sure that I'm
leaving something out I'm sorry
if I left out one of your favorite
cereals from this list You'll just
have to let me know about i t
Abqut
"Sugar
Smacks''
though. There's a lot to be said
about a girt who eats "Sugar
Smacks," I don't know quite
what it ts, but anyone who Can
look past a frog on the box: and;:;
get down to the sweetness Is Jsomething special. 1 think If
says a lot about that person,
Other notable and eatable
cereals that make my list are
"Fruit Loops,'* "Cap'n Crunch,"
"Cocoa Krisples," and "RaJfein
Bran."
M
"Raisin Bran" Is one of th)
cereals that really bugs roe
though. You have the KeifoggW
brand and then you have •"Total
Raisin Bran." Total claims tobe
way more healthy than the
Kellogg's brand. 1 ask you, the
consumer, do you really care?
There's a lot to say about
cereals when you really sjt
down to think about it After ail,
It's cereals that save us from
the every day monotonous stuff
at Marriott.
It Just looks as though- our
teams at Liberty need a little
more sugar In their breakfast
Wake up for the bieakiast of
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RAMIES SPORTS CALENDAR
Teams

Tues.

Wed.

10

Men's
Basketball

Fri.

Thurs.
vs.
Elon
7:30 p.m.

Women's
Basketball
—

Indoor
Track and Field

at
West
Virginia
9:30 p.m.

VISA

www.harristeeter.com

TaP

High
Point
7:30 p.m.

Premium Quality
*y Textured, Long Stem

Del Barde
Roses

at
West
Virginia
4:15 p.m.

at Virginia at
Tech TBA Virginia
Tech TBA

home game
Jj

[ Your N e i g h b o r h o o d F o o d M a r k e t

at High
Point
7:00 p.m.

at
Elon
7:00 p.m.

Club
Hockey

i iv EA W A Y J

Sat.

12

11

Harris Teeter

ACTETD H A

I

:

..;v;vi .Sp«rfs c°niMieiifary
What in the world is going on with sign a player for more money than
players? I know the National the United States Mint can create.
Basketball Association is fantastic,
The problem with players who
Money makes the World go but it is not Fort Knox. Teams will receive all this money is they don't
ground. The answer is $71 mil- be paying players money while they want to take care of their kids. For
lion. The Philadelphia 76ers are at home drawing social security. example Houston Rockets forward
signed Allen Iverson to a $71
This will be a short season, but will Scottle Pippen signed a contract for
million contract extension for six the next player sign a contract for five years worth $65 million and
more years.
$200 million? The auction continues doesn't even want to claim the
three kids he allegedly has.
I Iverson who will earn a prorated for next season's free agent market
j $3.54 million this season (2.16
Basketball stars are stars In
For you NBA fans here at Liberty
million) in the final year of his University and fans all around, many kids' eyes except for their
three-year rookie contract Iverson championships cost —even if own. How greedy can a man get In
-| will Jump to $9 million next season favorite team owners do have to today's world?
Under the $71 million contract
deal and get $14.63 million in its
final year. Under league rules the
Are you ready for the best, most
Sixers had until March 13 to resjign Iverson or he would become a
challenging summer of your life?
free agent after this season.
Then apply for work at Hume Lake
: Another player who would
Christian Camps in the beautiful
have beert a Iree agent next seaSierra Nevada Mountains.
son, Aatoine Walker of Boston,
agreed last week to a contract
Positions include waterfront, high
With p e Celtics, also for $71 miladventure
course, food service,
lion for six years. Now that's
guest services, maintenance,
CJeltic pride for Boston.
•-': VarlpuverJoineSito on the maradministration and camp staffs.
ket | n d signed Sharif Abdul
Get in touch with your career cenRahhmto a maxtrrfpm of $71 milter for interview and pick up an
lion m which wob.ld take anothapplication.
er big name off next season free
agen^^^MkeL Tlita MvitMfurthcr
Contact person on campus: Karin Griffin
limit the Option for teams like the
Dates of recruiting visit: February 25-26
Chicago Bulls who will have big
money next season to go shopping
with.
has not learned
es of players sign; cash. The con'ffielockout was
Kevin Garnett's $121 million con- i LJU
tract
with
the Minnesota
any game of your
Timberwolves just last, season.
1 O
^ <%
Then players from other teams
choice F R E E with this
wanted to sign contracts bigger
G$
than that, until the owners
coupon.
refused to do so. After the lockout, it appears that the players
MINDBOGGLE
won the better end of the bargainMindboggle Video Arcade
ing agreement.
.. ia Video Arcades
Just last week the Los Angeles
River Ridge Mall
Lakers wanted Kobe Bryant to ! O
become a Laker for life, by offering
($1 value, with coupon, limit one per person per day)
Q
him a contract for nine years
Exp. 2-28-99
worth $95 million.
BY TARANT J U D G E

Champion Reporter

dfr*

MINDBOGGLE
PLAY

o

:a

SS-7 oz.

Lays Chips &
Chee-tos

lOpk.

Hi-C
Fruit Drinks

Sunday through Thursday Only

! m

Rates:
Open/Commercial

Business Hours:
8 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

$3.67 - 1st 15 words
24<£ each word over 15

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

Student/Faculty Rate*:

(804) 582-2128

$2.75- 1st 15 words
18(t each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
"Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING IS PREPAID

Services - Wedding Veils $25, Piano
"Chording $100, Cheerleader Dolls $75,
Hatmaking Booklet $5. Call Frances
: 804-525-3178
Mac Performa 6230, $400. Mac
performa 575, $200. Apple SlyleWriter
3500, $75. 582-2587

mmrnm
Student Groups: Earn $l,()00-$2,000
"With easy 3 hour CIS Fund Raiser evenl.
No sales required. Fund Raiser days are
filling up, so call today. Contact Chris
:: 800-829-4777
:SPRING B REAKBEA CHE S
Daytona, Panama City, Padre, Miami,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, etc. Best
hotels, prices. Browse www.icpt.com
Reps earn cash, free trips Call InterCampus 800-327-6013

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

500
$1.00
$1.50

Symbols to choose
Stars: -k-k-k
Checks: • • •

Spring/
Summer
InternshipsCollege Directory Publishing - Gain
valuable business experience while
earning up to $8000 this summer selling yellow page advertising for your
campus telephone directory. Great
Resume Booster for mkt/sales/public
relations. No experience needed. Call
1-800-466-2221 exl. 227 or visit our
website @ campusdirectory.com
FREE RADIO + $1250! Fundraiser
open to student groups & organizations. Earn $3 - $5 per Visa/MC app.
We supply all materials at no cost. Call
for info or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby Boom
Box. 1-800-932-0528 X65 www.ocmconcepts.com

Crosses: t t t
Hearts:
Arrows: > »

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENTWorkers earn up to $2,000 +/ month
(w/ tips &benefits). World Travel!
Land-Tour jobs up to $5,000- $7,000/
summer. Ask us how! 517-336-4235
Ext.C53441
A COLLEGE STUDENT'S
DREAM JOB!!!
Great pay with flexible hours and no
transportation needed. We are seeking
part-time employees who love to have
fun at work. Set your own schedule.
We will train you. If you have a clear
voice and need a great job, call
Kimberly at 582-1587 or come by and
fill out an application:
B&B Presentations
523 Leesville Road
Lynchburg

12 pk. 12 oa. cana

Diet Coke or
Coca-Cola

' Enter by using your VIC Card
week through March 16th.
No purchase necessary.
See Customer Service (or lull details

Prices Effective Through February 16,1999
MOM In This Ad Effcctive Wednesday, February K3 T r o o ^ F U ^ i u y ^1999InCKjrLrynchbura«i«stetwcw>)y.
We Reserve The Right l b limit Quantities. Nona Sold 16 DeaJara We dladly Aocef* fWlatal Foctd Stajnpe.
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Softball slate to challenge LU

SPORTS
u

D

Head Coach Paul Wetmore.
"Our hardest conference opponent Is obviously going to be the
After a strong finish last season returning champions,
Coastal
the Lady Flames softball team has Carolina. The other one that will be
plans of taking the Big South by a sincere threat Is East Carolina,"
storm this year. With their sched- Wetmore said.
ule this season, It Is going to be
Wetmore predicts that "In your
quite a challenge, according to face" game as Wetmore went on to
BY BROOKK HERRMANN

Champion Reporter

USA upsets Germany 3-0
American soccer players Jovan Klroskl, Tony Sanneh
and Claudlo Reyna all scored In the first half of the game
to give the U.S. a remarkable 3-0 upset win. The U.S. won
for the first time in four meetings against the Germans.
Germany had defeated the Americans In the World Cup
opener 2-0, last year In France. The Americans had lost
seven consecutive games In a row before the upset
This was a good result for us, although I am not going
to make a big deal out of It," said Head Coach Bruce Arena.
"What I am looking for is improvement in my team each
time It plays."

Mike Tyson headed back to jail
On Friday Feb. 6, Mike Tyson was sentenced to two
years In Jail— one of which will be suspended. After more
than three hours of testimony, Judge Stephen Johnson
sentenced the former heavyweight champion to another
year In jail. Tyson was also fined $5,000 and will have to
serve two years of probation. It is possible that Tyson could
be released from prison In six months for good behavior.
Indiana government officials must also decide if Tyson
has violated his probation from his 1991 rape conviction.
His probation was set to expire in March.

Liberty's men's club volleyball team falls to N.C. State
The Wolfpack of North Carolina State defeated
Liberty's men's volleyball team on Feb. 6. The game
was highlighted by several powerful hits by both
teams. A crowd of about 200 students showed up to
view the game.
Liberty lost its opening game of the season 8-15, 815, and 2-15.

LU alumnus Aluma playing
for NBA's Sacramento Kings
Former Liberty standout basketball player Peter Aluma
has signed and is currently playing for the Sacramento
lOngs In the NBA. Aluma has played in both of the regular season games so far. Peter had two points (his first
NBA points), two rebounds and one blocked shot against
Vancouver In four minutes of action on Sunday night

RLE PHOTO

SOFTBALL FEVER — LU senior Sonja Keith hurts a softball during game action
in the 1998 season. The Flames hope to make their first NCAA appearance this year.

READ IT

FIRST IN
THE
CHAMPION.
ALUMA
HITS NBA

say. These teams have been kicked
out of the conference because they
are "associate" members, meaning
they are only a pari of (he Big South
for softball, "so this is their last year
and they want to take oul Little
Liberty'," continued Welmore.
By the look of this season's SChed
ule, Liberty softbnll Isn't "little" any
more. Coach Wetmore has 65 games
scheduled in HO days which shows
how intense softball will be this year.
"The program is at a point where
we have to play some of the best programs in the country to make u s
better," Wetmore said.
Liberty starts off at UNC Chapel
Hill where they'll face Purdue
University,
Eastern
Kentucky.
Marshall and UNC Charlotte. Also
highlighting the Lady Flames schedule are plenty of the top 20 teams in
the country, including Minnesota.
After the opening weekend, the Lady
Flames are headed to the University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga.
"We were Invited by the coach there
who was an Olympic coach. The reason he asked us was because the
Notre Dame coach suggested us,"
Wetmore said. "Obviously our level of
play has really been elevated."
While most students will be relaxing this Spring Break, the Flames
are headed to California to an Invitational tournament that few west
coast universities are invited to.
"We will be playing againstfiveTop
10 programs. Only God could have
done this schedule. In this tournament we'll be playing Fresno State,
Arizona State, Cal State Sacramento,
and Utah. The coaches there are the
best in the world," said Wetmore.
Liberty hopes the tougl
>nconference opponents will help them
dethrone Big South ciiampions
Coastal Carolina and make their
first trip to the NCAA tournament

Men's b-ball
teamfellsagjrin
— continued from page Bl
Cowglll poured in 24 points
before
fouling
out and
Grandlson chipped in 24 points,
five rebounds, and five steals
before also fouling ouL
Nathan Day had a big game
for the Flames as he pitched In
15 points and seven rebounds.
He was also part of the trio that
fouled out of the game. Caldwell
came off the bench to provide a
spark scoring 14 points, five'
assists and six steals.
Coach Hankinson thought
mental errors contributed to not
being able to hold on to the lead
in the last few minutes of over?,
time. "We were up by three."
(Adam) Larrlck had the ball and
C.J. was guarding him. Keith
(Salschelder) came over and
trapped him and Delawn came:
and trapped him. Now you're
ahead by three and we're pressing as If we're down by 10."
Cowglll argued a foul and wascalled for a techlncal foul for
arguing the call.
"Those are the kind of mental
things where you can want the
game so badly that you would do
Just about anything to try to win'
it," Hankinson said. "And trying
In that method, It ended up costing u s a very big basketball
game. It was a great effort, but
there were just some serious"
mental errors down the stretch.'1
I really feel bad for the kids on :
this (loss)."
The Flames return to action-:
this week with two home games.
Elon College will be the opponentThursday at 7:30 p.m. and Hlgh^:
Point Is In town Saturday for the ;
fiual home game at 7:30 p.m.

I'fie compCete weddfina and for&alwear
€WWW

€?€Mr4'
V

We Offer.

*Wedding directors
+<A(teratlons

Wedding gowns from $198
• Dresses for 'Bride's Maids,

•Qifis
*ffux

\

507 ftCCeakany 'Ave.
LyncttJg
from
(804)845*4802
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Flames "Center" of attention m a k e s a n early
impact on Liberty coaches a n d fans
BY LENETA LAWINO

Champion Reporter
This season Liberty fans were
introduced to an overshadowing
figure. Standing at 6 feet 5 inches, Nina Willemse is the tallest
player ever to put on a Lady
Flames uniform. Willemse towers
over her Big South opponents.
Willemse comes to Liberty
University out of Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
Playing basketball for the Lady
Flames is Willemse's first taste of
organized basketball. While in
the Netherlands, Willemse competed for two years on a club
team in Holland.
Overall,
Willemse has only been playing
basketball for less than two

years.
"Our club team In Holland
practiced maybe twice a week, so
I Just showed up whenever I felt
like it. We didn't really understand the game of basketball,"
says Willemse.
Willemse had the dream that
she wanted to play basketball In
America. Her roommate and
teammate Irene Sloof told Coach
Rick Reeves about her. With
great anticipation. Coach Reeves
flew out to the Netherlands to see
Willemse play. According to
Willemse, she did not play a very
good game in front of her future
coach.
"I couldn't believe that he flew
all the way out there to see me,"

says Willemse. "I couldn't believe
that he still wanted me."
Liberty Head Coach Rick
Reeves Is very optimistic about
Willemse's progress.
"Nina has only been playing for
a short time. She was a soccer
player. She has a lot to learn, but
she keeps Improving with every
single workout," Reeves said,
"She's already become an incredible shot blocker."
In her first season, Willemse
has made a tremendous Impact
on her team. Willemse is currently averaging one block a game In
her first season for the Flames.
She ranks second in the Big
South In blocked shots.
In her spare time, Willemse

likes hanging out with her
friends. Although she doesn't
find time to play the piano here,
while in the
Netherlands,
Willemse took up piano as a
serious hobby.
While Willemse has been playing basketball for a short period
of time, she has already become
a crowd favorite. Whenever she
goes on or off the court,she can
hear the crowd chanting, "Let's
Go, Nina!"
"They're crazy," Willemse said,
referring to the excited Liberty fans,
"But It's fun. Before I came here, I
only played In front of a maximum
of 20 people. They make me laugh.
Sometimes it gets me out of my
concentration, but I love it I hope

Liberty runners burn up track at VMI
B Y BRIAN W O O L F O R D

Assistant Sports Editor
Liberty's Indoor track and field teams
stormed through a busy weekend of competition. Several athletes competed in the pentathlon at Virginia Tech on Feb. 5, while the
rest of the team traveled to Lexington, Va. to
participate in Virginia Military Institute's
Winter Relays on Feb. 6.
In the pentathlon, Liberty's James
Johnson performed well In all five events.
The Junior from Clemson, S.C. scored 3796
points, which landed him a fifth place finish.
Johnson finished in third place in the shot
put, and placed second in the high Jump
with a mark of 6'feet 8.76 inches. Liberty
posted three other pentathletes in the top 10
at Virginia Tech. 1998 Big South athlete of
the year Greg Benhase finished in seventh
place, followed by eighth and ninth place finishers Josh Jones and Ken Howell.
LU's indoor track and field team conquered
the track at VMI Winter Relays. Liberty collected numerous first place finishes In both
the men's and women's division.
Liberty's Michael Decker continued to
record impressive races at the VMI meet.
Decker, who grew up 20 minutes from the
VMI campus In Buena Vista, appeared
right at home in his races. With his father,
a former VMI professor, in the crowd,

Decker won all three of the events he com- Transfer Ken Howell, a gifted pole vaulter,
peted in. In the 400m race, Decker edged has mentored Ludlum throughout the season. Howell was at VMI giving pointers to
out a narrow victory.
After being elbowed and bumped Ludlum.
"Ken has helped me all season," Ludlum
throughout the aggressive race. Decker
crossed the finish line with a time of said. "He Is very supportive."
In the women's division, Jaquay Reid,
49.95. Decker also led Liberty's distance
medley and 4x400m team to first place fin- Robin Williams and Amy Teer cruised to vicishes. In the distance medley relay, Decker tory. Reid won the women's 400m race and
was Joined by Dan Orr, Chris Polukis and then Joined teammates to win the 4x400m
cross country champion Stephen Githuka. relay race. Williams crossed the finish line
In the 4x400 race Jeremy Wagner and first in the 55m hurdles. Teer won the oneMarlon Tanner connected with Polukis and mile run with a time of 5:05.1. In the
women's pole vault event, Liz Robertson
Decker to record a time of 3:24.
In the field events, Liberty showcased sev- cleared the 9 foot bar to win.
The track team will travel to Virginia Tech
eral quality preformances. Freshman Nick
Anderson won his first high jump competi- for an Indoor track meet this weekend. The
tion as a college athlete. Anderson jumped 6 top two Liberty athletes In each event will go
feet 6 inches to claim the title. Anderson to Blacksburg. Liberty will return to Virginia
credits his early success as a blessing from Tech for the Big South Championship on
God, but considers the
win to be a building
block for the future.
"Winning was good,
Hills Shopping Center
but I know there is
room for improve237-1300
ment," Anderson said.
All Students-Guys $7.00 Girls $9.00
Pole vaulter Dave
Ludlum also won his
Full Service Salon
first event as a colleWe are fully staffed with professionals
giate athlete. Ludlum
Hours
vaulted 14 feet 6 InchTues.-Fri.
9:30-7:30
Saturday 9:00-4:00
es to win the event.
Closed Monday

GRAGG'S
Income Tax & Bookkeeping
•Persona/
• Corporations
• Small Business
(Call Dennis E. Gragg For Appointment) 8 4 6 - 4 8 7 0
Efficient - Experienced - Reliable
Returns Available For Every State In U.S.
Short Forms, Fed & 1 State: $25.00

Put experience

SERVICE

to work for you.

CENTER

10 Minute Oil Change
Wednesday Student/faculty Day $3 Off
• 18 point Inspection
• Transmission Service
• Tire Rotation

Additional States: $5.00

graggtax@earthlink.net

• No A p p o i n t m e n t
• Automatic

Soft

Necessary
Cloth Car

Wash

0 0 LU

804-846-5223

off
Full Service
Oil C h a n g e
not noocl u ith Any oilier oflci

Custom Screen Printing
& Embroidery

expires 2/28/99 5 Quart Lim

3 2 4 1 IVIAIIXI S T R E E T
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA

Open: MON. - FRI. 8 - 6
SAT. 8 - 5
8503 Timberlake Road
237 - 5771

www.hipeak.com

*=

CHUNG KMG
R€67*UftJUfr
DEERW00D APARTMENTS

LIBERTY SPECIAL
ONE MONTHfe FREE RENT!
4
AND
REDUCED SECURITY DEPOSIT

Super Buffet

Superior housing affordable to the moderately
incomed individuals or families
Income Limitations Apply

Carry out

FIREPLACES • WASHER / DRYER HOOK UPS • MINI BLINDS
CENTRAL HEAT & AIR CONDITIONING • BALCONIES / PATIOS
LARGE DINING AREA • STORAGE AREAS
WALL TO WALL CARPETING • DISHWASHER • DISPOSAL
FROST FREE REFRIGERATOR
GREAT CABINET & COUNTER SPACE
COIN LAUNDRY & COMMUNITY ROOM

and
Delivery

Tuesday nitffit special
10% off with student ID

239-3444
HOURS:
11:30am - 2:30Ptn LUNCH BUFFET:

4:30Pm - 10:30pm DINNER:

Tennis court, two pools, playground equipment, and rural setting.

600 Reusens Road • Lynchburg, Virginia 24503

Phone: (804) 384-7730 • Fax: (804) 384-1809

L

FAMILY TburtFitSaf Nlgfat
BUFFET Sunday 11:30am - 2:30pm

7118 Tlmberfate Rd Lyoebbunt
..«..•>..«-.

H

•

Student Discounts Available !

HA

A

^o

1

PRorcisionni
lTnnnino%.
e Tried ti, ^JS,
^ ' '
e

43 Lamp Genesis
52 Lamp Cyberdome
Advanced, Patented
Technology

No Obligation
Call for Appt.
Open Sunday

\

CLEAN LUBE

BUSINESS SERVICE, LLC

RLE PHOTO

THE AIR UP THERE - Liberty women's basketball center Nina Willemse
has made strides in her first year of organized basketball. Willemse ranked
second in the Big South conference with 1.0 blocks a game.

t

°* Try the « * * *
New London Business Center
1/4 Mile West of 7-11 on 460 West

525-3600
"Millions Turn To Tanning Salons To Fight "Winter Blues"
"Ultraviolet Light Exposure From Sunlight Is The Body's Only
Natural Source of Vitamin D"

CYBERDOME
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Coffee House

W

Friday, February 12,1999
9:30 pm& 12:30 am
Tickets: $2 in advance, $3 at door.
Tickets on sale in dining hall on
Wednesday, Thursday, & Friday.
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GBread, and
®e**ert.
tAUo-^for- jpour enjoyment*
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dinner-.
&7cAet*> are/ $i2 per- pereon
or
$20 per
couple>.
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Wedteedqypj,
tWeAruary
10 at 4 fin*.
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Wintergreen Ski Trips
Tuesday, February 16 &
Tuesday, February 23
$15-lift ticket &
$15 - ski rental
Leave David's Place at 3:30pm
Must sign up and leave non-refundable
$15 deposit in the Student Life Office by
the Friday before the trip.

r INTRAMURAL

^

Softball & Field Hockey
Manager's Meeting on Monday, February 15th at 4
pm in David's Place for softball and field hockey.
If you would like to play and don't have a team or
if your team is short a few players, stop by IMS
office (located in David's Place) and we will try to
help you find a team or a few players.

SPORTS
STUPE^T Lift

!!
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OPINION
Life — and death —
after graduation
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The Official N e w s p a p e r o f Liberty University
Established 1983

"... Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty" (2 Corinthians 3:17).

Y2lCs coming, and thus it's
time to drop out ofLU?
In 10 months and 19 days, the world will encounter the event of the century. The stock market will collapse, famines and droughts will strike and nuclear
weapons will fly like confetti — at least that's what the Y2K worst case scenario
theorists believe.
They say to store up canned goods, withdraw all funds from the bank, carry
cash and fill up on thousands of gallons of water.
But let's face it, if Y2K really causes the havoc the critics predict, then warfare will kill the globe before we have a chance to open up that first can of baked
beans. Some kids think they should drop out of school, move'-"back home and
relish the time spent with their loved ones.
However, J e s u s says to live everyday as though It were your last
Sure, we should protect ourselves in the event that this computer bug does
wipe out society as we know It, but we should not wait for Dec. 31 to live our
last day. .
'•'.
The Lord has us In school for a reason. We are called to be pastors, teachers, musicians, Journalists, nurses and so forth. J u s t because the world confronts a global depression does not mean that there will no longer be a need for
these people.
Not only will the world require Christian leaders to guide It put of a poten~
tlal panic, but It also presently needs Christians to witness like crazy. If anything should erupt from the Y2K crisis, it's evangelicals.
If Y2K means death and devastation for all involved> then Christians should
not run home to the comfort of their plush storage cupboards, b u t they should
run into the streets and proclaim the Word of God before it Is too late.
It is unfortunate that God may have to vise this bug to force His followers
into obedience. But, instead of taking this potential jiidgmeht as ah ejMMse to
run home, students should continue their collegiate tralhlngand pursue any
opportunities to spread the gospel.

Liberty makes progress
one inch at a time
From gourmet flavored creamers in LU Dining Services to the return of
rollerbladjng in the Vines Center. Liberty University has been stealing
baby steps towards Improvement.
In reality, it's the little details t h a t make institutions great. Whether It's
up-to-date computers, encouraging speakers or Caesar Salad in the cafeteria, when an organization constantly works to Improve dally life for Its
inhabitants, everything r u n s much smoother.
It's nice to see that Liberty has made efforts to Improve dally life for its
students. Sure LU may have Its struggles and flaws, b u t at least the powers that be work towards perfecting these.
A great university does not reach this s t a t u s overnight. It is a slow
meticulous process. However, with plans for revisions o n DeMoss and
more Student Life traditions on the horizon, LP's efforts to become great
help to encourage students to take pride in their alma mater.

Quotes of the week;..
"I wait for the Lord, my soul waits, and in His word I p u t my hope. My soul
waits for the Lord more than watchmen In the morning, more than watchmen wait in the morning."
— Psalm 130:5-6
"Here's looking at you kid."

— Humphrey De Forest Bogart

"The most exhausting thing in life ... is being Insincere."
— Anne Morrow Lindbergh

C
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Liberty Champion Policies
The Liberty Champion encourages
members of the community to submit
letters to the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words
and m u s t be typed and signed.
Letters appearing In the Liberty
Forum do not necessarily represent
the views of the Champion's editorial
board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except editorials,
bear the endorsement of the author,
solely.
All material submitted becomes
the property of the Liberty Champion.
The Champion reserves the right to
accept, reject or edit any letter
received, according to the Champion
stylebook, taste and the Liberty
University mission statement. The
deadline for letters is 6 p.m.
Wednesday.
Please address letters to "Editor,
Champion" and drop them off In DH
110 or mall to: Liberty Champion,
Liberty University, 1971 University
Blvd., Lynchburg, VA 24506.

The joy of invincibility
You may not think so to look at me, threw it in the sink. Smoke singed the
but I am Invincible.
walls and celling as the water enraged
Even before I can remember, IVe the fire. Naturally, her next move was
defied death. In November 1979,1 went to throw the 586 degree pot onto the
through the normal, "eat every scrap brand new carpet.
that's tangled In the carpeting" stage.
It was then that I discovered panic. 1
From paper clips to hair balls, I've had ran out of the house In my Rainbow
a taste of the world, and 1 can tell you Bright nightgown, screaming. 1 sat
that LU Dining Services' Sausage Pizza outside for hours — moaning the
Soup tastes divine by comparison.
destruction of our house, our things,
At one point In this rite of passage, I my Holly Hobby decor. However, the
unearthed a seven-month-old pink only ruined possession was a 3-inch
Easter Jelly bean. Little did 1 realize diameter hole In our carpet.
that such a peUte saccharlnlte would
My brothers would taunt my panic in
strike with the venom of an asp.
times of emergency for years to come.
When my pudgy face transformed Whenever the car made a funny sound,
Into that of a blueberry, Mom pan- we ran late to church or Dad forgot to
icked. Somehow the Jelly bean lodged switch on the turn signal, I would
Itself In my throat and no Heimlich freak out. My calm rational nature
maneuver on my mother's part would would run Into hiding and some Insane
launch the sweet.
creature emerged to scream and gasp
Fortunately, we lived next door to a and turn normal mishaps Into chaos.
nurse and she rescued me from a
That Is until 1 discovered that I was
shameful death. I mean, who wants to Invincible. After all, I broke the three
tell their grandchildren that a Jelly unwritten safety rules and lived to tell
bean murdered their aunt?
about It.
Plus there were the times a van landFrom there on out, 1 never again
gorged on carpet crumbs.
ed on top of my bike, my
One would think t h a t my
brother chased me off the roof
days of peril had come to
onto the ground 18 feet below,
a n end, t h a t my reformaand 1 hit two mailboxes In 24
tion would collect the
hours, yet 1 escaped all of this
r e w a r d s of long-life a n d
unscathed.
health — not quite.
The way I see It — God has
Even though this experia special plan for my life that
ence taught me that death
neither the Aspartame in
was nearby, 1 still did not
Nutra-Sweet, the ultra-violet
realize the dangers of SUZANNE
rays of spring break nor the
breaking the unwritten MCDUFFIE
^^^^^
cholesterol In scrambled eggs
rules of society:
^ — —
can destroy.
1) Never eat encarpeted jelly beans.
Some say that 1 carry my lndestruc2) Never Jump In a pool when you tableness to an extreme when they
can't swim.
hear of the time that Burger King
1 thought it would be OK. I mean, 1 caught on fire and 1 continued eating
would Just Jump Into the 5-feet-deep my fries, at which the employees ran
part, 1 was 3-feet-tall, I could wade the out of the restaurant Imploring me to
distance to my side of the pool and evacuate and I apathetically picked the
play without fear.
pickles off my Whopper. The Fire
It was a risk, b u t I wanted to Jump In Department chief pulled a hose Into
the "deep-end." Every kid does. There the kitchen and 1 went back to an
Is Just something about six more feet of empty counter to order a milk shake.
water that calls all children past the
But, I am Just tired of being afraid of
safety rope and into the paradise of death. 1 mean with all the threats of
MORE WATER.
cancer, heart disease and AIDS, I figUnfortunately, when you are under- ure that writing this "word" should
water, everything looks the same — send me to my grave.
Sure, I'm not going to go around
blue. I spun around In circles, searching
leaping off 19-foot roofs, but that does
for air, until the water turned black.
I had only been out of the house for not mean I'm going to crawl Into a
three minutes and 30 seconds, and hypochondriatlc bubble and r o t
According to the scientists, even If
my Dad's instinct sent him out of a
house party, away from conversa- I eat salads every day I will still die
tions, away from the hor d'ouevres from pesticide poisoning or some
e.coli bacteria.
and onto the pool deck.
Sure, the Bible tells us to care for the
Once again, I escaped the end.
However, there was sUll one cultural temple God created in our bodies, but
more that no one ever bothered to that is pretty much impossible with all
the contradicting scientific fads.
mention:
It does not matter if the threat comes
3) Never, never leave popcorn on the
stove at the highest setting while you with fires or food, I figure that If God
has a plan for my life, then He will
leave to watch "Webster."
When my baby sitter broke this rule, show me the way — I Just hope that I
she grabbed the inflamed snack and haven't finished His mission yet.

OK, so IVe got the wrong holiday. I
shouldVe saved this column for
Halloween. It's almost spring, time for new
life, love, happily ever after, and on and on.
So I'll rain on the parade.
It's funny how fast time has gone since I
hit 16. Now I'm everybody's grandpa, going
on 25. That's a quarter-century. In my
first semester here (and I'm outta here In
May) only three of the 25 Miss Liberty candidates were older than I. Now nobody is.
My sister swears I'm starting to get thin on
top. I hate her.
Seriously, my whole life has happened
to me In the last eight years. I hadn't experienced much till I
hit 16. Now a lifetime of circumstance has swallowed eight years In
what seems like
one or two.
I guess these
weird
thoughts
klnda hit me last
weekend. We were RICK
pasting up the
BOYER
Champion for last ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
week, and the Xacto knife I was using slipped, and took
the end of my finger nearly off. It happened so fast I never knew what hit me.
frhankfully, it was only a cut, but here I
am trying to type without my left index finger. Try it sometime.) It reminded me that
an entire life can change In seconds.
1 had my whole evening planned out till
I cut myself, then I spent it all in the emergency room, waiting to get sewed up.
Reminds me of the story of the rich fool.
He had the temporal things well-prepared.
He had his stock portfolio all set Then
God told him, This night thy soul shall be
required of thee."
Since 1990, IVe lost a grandmother suddenly, had a couple of girlfriends, nearly
finished college, served as Republican
Party chairman in my home county for
two years and watched a brother wage a
losing six-month battle with acute
leukemia. I came home from work one
morning and he was gone, after 17 years.
I'm beginning to realize IVe used about
a third of my life expectancy. What do I
have to show for almost 25 years?
Maybe It's good I'm asking these questions now, rather than 40 years down the
road. If 1 have 50 years left, what will I do
with them?
I think 1 can speak for us Generation X
types. We typically don't think far beyond
marriage or starting a career. Retirement
saving is the farthest thing from our
minds. Except perhaps, for thinking about
the legacy we'll leave behind.
But maybe we should start thinking
about i t I know it's changed my whole
perspective on how I spend my time. I sincerely want to, as William Carey expressed
it, "Attempt great things for God, expect
great things from God." I want my tombstone to read more than, "See, I told you I
was sick."
Time is perhaps the greatest unrenewable resource God gives us. We only get
one shot on life's stage. No one knows how
much he may have.
"Boast not thyself of tomorrow," we're
warned in Proverbs," for thou knowest not
what a day may bring forth."
Has my life Impacted others for good?
Have I spent it grasping for what makes
me happy, or is there someone who might
say I gave something away? Have I spent it
all on cheap trinkets, or is there something
saved in heaven's vault, where "neither
modi nor rust corrupts, nor do thieves
break In and steal"?
Moses apparently had some of these
same thoughts. In Psalm 90 he writes, "so
teach us to number our days, that we may
apply our hearts unto wisdom." What has
my heart been applied to?
In the words of Steve Green's song, "May
ttiose who come behind us find us falUiful.
May the lives we live Inspire tiiem to obey."
Let tiiat be our dream. May we truly number our days. "Remember Uiy Creator In
the days of the youUi." It'll be worth It to
hear, "Well done, thou good and faithful
servant Enter into Uie Joy of thy Lord."

"What do you think will happen with
the Y2K Crisis?"
"Hopefully things will
get so out of hand that
I'll be able to use my
automatic weapons."
— Dave Woodall, Jr.
Sterling, Va.

"I'm Amlsh, so It won't
affect me."

"It's Just a scare tactic,
we'll all be fine."

— WIU Pavone, Sr.
Smlthtown, N.Y.

— Chrlsti Cherry, Sr.
Charlotte, N.C.

"I'm looking forward to
it, it's gonna be a great
party."

"Looting will become so
easy that I'll finally
score that pair of Air
Jordans IVe been waiting for so long."

"1 think we'll all die
and go to heaven."

— Dan Cuomo, Sr.
Farmingdale, N.Y.

— Mike Jones, Jr.
Nashville, Tenn.

- Mary Arnold, Jr.
Poconos, Pa.
— Photos by Ben Bubar
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COMMENTARY
"No Food or Drink" affects the innocent
B Y J O S H U A COLLISON

Champion Editorialist
Upon the beginning of the '99
spring semester, many friends were
reunited, new s t u d e n t s came to
Liberty, classes began again, the food
court resumed construction and new
signs appeared all over campus which
read, "No Food or Drink."
During the fall semester students
could (in most classes) have some coffee, Juice or even a bag of M&M's to
munch on during class. It was nice to
be able to have something to keep
them awake, quench their thirst or
Just to enjoy while sitting through lecture classes.
This privilege did not tend to distract others. Occasionally a student
would make it slightly difficult to
concentrate when he would sit in the
front row and pull out a box of crackers and a bottle of Eazy Cheese. But
usually eating and drinking In class
did not produce such extremes.
However, distracting ln-class dining scenarios did little to invoke the
rule. Littering (the source of the new
rule) such as leaving empty coffee
cups, Juice bottles, food wrappers and
all kinds of garbage in the classrooms, grew to astronomical proportions. DeMoss Hall rooms 160 and
161 were basically trashed every day.
Something obviously needed to be
-j done and the administration decided
to take action.
In spite of a definite problem that
required some type of solution, many

According to Robinson, this bill Is
in no way some sort of rebellion or
form of disrespect to the administration. He feels that it Is his duty to
voice the opinions of the student body
and because this was an area of concern to a majority of the student population, he brought it before student
government.
"This Is the reason we have a student government [and a] democratic
process," Robinson pointed out. He
S t u d e n t
tmm^mmmmmmmmmm^ ^mm^t^mammmmm wants to work with
Government
the administration
The bill resolves to
Association (SGA),
while representing
Robinson
prothe s t u d e n t s , as
lift the ban on food
posed a bill which
many SGA members
and drinks in DeMoss would also echo.
has successfully
passed
through
This bill is not
Hall, Religion Hall
the senate and
out of the woods yet
awaits signature
and Teacher
— in fact it has
by student body
barely taken its first
Education Hall.
president Alfred
few steps past the
Thompson, along — — — — — — — ^ " — ~~~~~~~~"^~^ tree line. It may be
with those of higher authority.
shot down before it gets too far along.
The bill resolves to lift the ban on The point is that SGA has spoken and
food and drink In DeMoss Hall, has done its part to represent what
Religion Hall and the Teacher senators feel is the students' voice on
Education Hall, while still imposing this issue.
the rule for the Science Hall, Fine
Though the administration may
Arts, the A. Pierre Gulllermln Library continue to enforce this rule because
and the Information Technology they feel the broken trust factor canResource Center.
not be repaired, at least SGA tried to
Recognizing the fact that there has plead for mercy. However, the "powers
been a definite problem with littering, that be" may still decide that banning
the bill also resolves that the admin- the rule will only reinstate more litistration investigate the options of a tering and a trashed environment.
penalty for those who do not take
Whether this issue is of great sigresponsibility for their garbage and nificance or whether it isn't even
throw it away.
worth being brought up — whether

students feel that completely banning
any type of food or drink took the
solution to an extreme. Some have
complained, while others have cried
their disapproval ... and that Is where
Caret Robinson stepped in.
As the sophomore class president,
Robinson has had students inquiring of
him as to the new "no food or drink"
rule, since his return to Liberty this
semester. As a representative of the
students on the Liberty University

Clinic protection justified
B Y PAUL FIELDS

Champion Editorialist
"Ho-hum," you're saying. By now you feel the
abortion Issue has been beaten to death in your
minds, and that the last thing you want to hear is
another diatribe against the murder of the
unborn. Of course, the "correct" position at this
institution Is to listen with bated breath as an
earnest speaker details new horrors In the latest
saga of this nation's holocaust.
But at the back of many people's minds, the nagging little voice of apathy says, "IVe heard this
before." Don't worry, though. This editorial wasn't •
meant to criticize a supposed defect of human
nature (boredom through repeated exposure), but
to grab your attention long enough to spark serious
thought, discussion and possibly action.
Many have heard about it already. The latest
issue in the debate is not partial-birth abortion,
but rather a question of 4.5 million federal dollars. First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton asked for
these funds in a speech to the National Abortion
Rights Action League on the 26th anniversary of
the Roe vs. Wade decision. Specifically, the money
would go toward bolstering existing security measures, as well as assessments to determine which
clinics are most at risk.
Some of these measures include the purchase of
motion detectors and Improved lighting for clinics.
Clinton's speech disturbed many, for she said,
"We must work to make abortion safe, legal, and
rare." She would also like to honor Barnett Slepian,
the abortion doctor shot and killed In October, by
making sure "doctors are trained and available to
provide health care to women all over our nation" —
a roundabout way of advocating more doctors
trained in abortion procedures.
All those supporting the funds for abortion clinic security, support the abortion procedure. Yet, a
careful examination by the thoughtful pro-life
Christian and concerned citizen would lead one to
the conclusion that such measures are regrettably
necessary. A survey released by the Feminist
Majority Foundation reported that 22 percent of
clinics reported violence In the first seven months of
1998. Suspect as the source is, it underscores a
legitimate and serious problems of violence against
abortion clinics.
Now, don't be mistaken, those who perform the
abortion procedures are no less guilty of murder
than those who bomb the clinics or pull the triggers
against abortion doctors. However, the funds
should not be allocated If there are any "strings"
attached to them, meaning restrictions on our freedom to denounce abortion. This particularly applies
to peaceful picketing. However, if the government
spends $4.5 million of taxpayers' Income solely to
prevent this brand of vigilante Justice, perhaps it's
because there Is no real alternative.
The old eye-for-an-eye argument doesn't hold
water here. Those who make such arguments have
not considered all of Scripture, particularly Romans
12:19, "Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but
rather give place unto wrath: for it is written,
Vengeance Is mine; I will repay,' salth the Lord." Ihe
proper role of government is also overlooked.
Romans 13:1 says, "Let every soul be subject unto
the higher powers. For there is no power but of God:
the powers that be are ordained of God."
This passage does not include discussion of a
righteous citizen's uprising against a corrupt government There is no sanction for lone vigilantes
working the will of God — such people have not
been given His implied or express consent.
Christians need to work through peaceful means to
end abortion.
The left has already become adept at characterizing Christians as extreme, violence-prone radicals.
They don't need any more ammunition. Either the
violence stops, or unfortunate measures, such as
wasted taxpayer's dollars on abortion clinics,
become an increasingly unfortunate necessity.

the bill is passed or crashes and
burns — it needs to be remembered
that there was a very definite problem
and a lack of responsibility shown by
some students, who have in t u r n
caused the administering of a new
policy on the entire student body.
Maybe the food and drink ban will be
lifted and maybe it will not b e ,
Either way it can be observed that

when irresponsibility is shown in the
small areas (such as not putting
garbage in a garbage can), privileges
that may not be completely necessary,
but are appreciated, get taken away.
Only time will tell whether the bill will
pass and if it does, only a clean floor
and a well used garbage can will tell
whether the rediscovered freedom can
be handled.

It's time to institute a television ban
such stunning success, so as to merit
Champion Editorialist
the
astrononilcal
0>ooDCfKi5rtwj DORM STUDENT
Returning students received a pleasant costs, how much'
HwnuewcE
?
surprise last school year — a lift oh the odi- more could a halfous television ban. With that year and a hour of programming
semester now past however, students and Influence the same
administrators can examine with clearer audience?
Aside from servvision the effects of.thls relaxation.
Do televisions: in .the dQrjms contribute to ing as; an effective
Liberty University's r Christian environment? channel for immoraliHas the allowance of television sets given the ty into a Liberty stustudent body a fuller "opportunity to mature dent's life, television
intellectually, socially, and spiritually," in also impedes studyaccordance with the Liberty Way? Or has the ing. Many students
; legalized appearance of television sets h o t readily admit this.
Some insist, howaffected the student body at all?
Liberty University's administrators have ever, that leaving the
done generally well maintaining a Christian television on helps
microcosm In today's culture, because of them to concentrate.
their carefully constructed and maintained If this Is the case, it
set of rules. For example, the lifted beard- is so only because
ban did not affect the moral character of the the set provides a
noise
s t u d e n t body, nor did it detract from background
(since one cannot
Liberty's Christian foundations.
However, those seeking to usher this insti- physically look at a
tution lhto the next millennium with its moral television screen and
standards and Christian character Intact, read or write at the
should warily consider the affects of formal same lime). In such
policies upon the student body. As to whether cases, listening to a
or not the lifted television ban has contributed radio should prothe
same
to maintaining the Christian character of this duce
desired
effect.
Institution -—that is questionable.
Many people said
First, even when students watch moral
shows, with the exception of three family- that televisions should
friendly channels, commercials that subtly be allowed in order "to
and blatantly promote immorality leak into keep the student body
informed of current
even the most wholesome programming.
In reality however, most students do not events," but this seems
make It a point to only watch programs that somewhat confusing
on television. Other students would genuineagree with their faith. They watch many considering that stuimmoral shows, reasoning that they are old dents have access to news programming in the ly miss the easy access to news and the few
enough to practice discernment and that DeMoss lobby, newspapers in the library, and a quality programs the media has to offer.
simply watching or listening to questionable wealth of Information via the world wide web However, given the n u m e r o u s negative
(without any extra cost).
affects of this policy change, reinstating the
shows has no adverse effect.
Television has too many negatives. It can ban appears more and more appealing.
Super Bowl commercials serve as a simAfter all, the purpose of this institution, ultiple example against this theory. No company serve as an unnecessary supplier of news and
would spend millions of dollars on short tele- Information, Impede students' studying, and mately, is to serve and glorify God, not to
accommodate the wishes of the student body,
vision advertisements if they had no effect on allow Immoral programs Into dorm rooms.
Surely many students would complain bit- regardless of how widespread and deeply felt
TV viewers.
Further, If brief advertising exposures bring terly if the administration reinstated the ban those wishes are.
B Y CHRISTINA L O H

Liberty Forum
Food court design disappoints
student expectations
Dear Editor,
I was really excited about the new food courl. I
thought — YES! Now I don't have to smell like LU
Dining Services all the time. Plus the cafeteria
does not always lit into my schedule.
I would always smile at the construction workers (when they were working) Just to give them a
little encouragement to speed up the process. As
I walked by Just the other day to see their
progress, I had to ask a couple of people to make
sure they didn't change their mind about the food
court because it looks like my dad's workshop, or
a potato warehouse, or a showroom for chickens
at the state fair — anything but a food court.
If Liberty is trying to change its image into a

"Thomas Jefferson" look, why are they continuing
to build cheap quick buildings?
The courtyard was one of the prettiest places to
go for class breaks. But now its view is blocked.
They could have used some marketing techniques when venturing into building a food court.
For example, they should have considered location and atmosphere.
Fast food places are always being shoved into
small constralnls. Another option to make the
food court more appealing would be more bricks
with large tinted windows.
It may not be too late at this stage, at least
they could take down the metal siding to make
Liberty a better place that we are proud to call
our school.
— Denlse McDonald. Jr.
Richland, Wash.

Whats Up?!?
Cxciting things are
shaping this u/orU - tell
us alout then. Write a
letter to the editor in
DH HO
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